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C7IAPT55R 7. 

XtlTROHICriOXI 

Hunting and fishing made up a large part of the life of 

EraeBt Hemingway, and these sports, in turn# frequently 

served as a means of coram nication tor some of M s most 

serious ideas. 

Other sports# such as "boxing, siding, bullfighting, 

swimming, tennis, baseball, and football also occupied a 

place in his recreation. He enjoyed these activities, and, 

at one time or another, participated in them, 'tout hunting 

and fishing were the sports in which he excelled and which 

he continued to pursue during M s entire life. "He was 

proudest of his ability to shoot the big kudu or to catch 

the giant marlin. 

Ileraingiiay engaged in hunting and fishing with such 

Intense devotion that he seer.io to have developed a ritual-

istic, almost religiona attitude toward thera, and in a sense 

these oporto took the place of formal religion in his life. 

From the time lie was three, hunting and fishing were 

important family rites—the annual visit© each suinraer to 

northern Michigan, the family participation in Sunday 

target practice, and the regular hunting and fishing done 

by the boy and hie father together, 

1 
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As z matter of fact, both hunting and fishing are 

sportc which toziC. to footer a certain ritualists. Both sports 

require the careful selection and use o£ equipaent- the 

right bait (natural or artificial), the exact spot to fish 

(upstrecra, doiTnatrsara, or bond is th© river), the correct 

technique of baiting the hoo2c (through the middle of a 

minnow or the thorax of a grasshopper), the proper procedure 

in landing the fish (with or without a net), or the selec-

tion of a rifle or a shotgun, the sisie of shot, and the 

cleaning and oiling of the gam The choir of attendants 

(the guides, the gun "bearers, the porters, and the hunters) 

aiorcMag single file through the African jungles and the 

animal hunted Cits habits and feeding places) all contribute 

to th© more pronounced ritualisia of the big game hunt 30 

dear to the heart of Keraiagway during his later years. 

I^aa:; ?&Iton, long before Hemingway, seems to have 

expressed this sarr.3 serai-religious attitude toward fishing-

To Mia angling was sn art that required intense concentra-

tion, pr actios.. patience, isudh labor, and deep love for the 

sport itself. Angling could be so pleasant that "it would 

prove to be like virtue, a rewrard to itself.n* -.taltoa saifis 

® • - -o life is so "happy and so pleasant as 
the life of a x/cll-governed angler, for when the 
lawyer is swallowed up with "business, and the 

1 

"Isaak "?alt©», 'The Co?ay.-leat &ac?ler (Philadelphia, 
1397), p. 39. 
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statesman is preventing or contriving plots, 
then wo sit on cowslip banks, hear the birds 
sing, and possess ourselves in so much quietness 
as these silent silver strsoms. , » . God never 
uid make a more calm, quiet, innocent recreation 
than angling. 2 

Kejraingway * s exploits vith gun and line raad© M m daring 

his lifetime a legend of masculinity—the Mg~garae hunter 

and great, fisherman* He enjoyoc* this publicity, and 

apparently cherished it, because "he was proud of "his excel-

lent marksmanship and M s skill. He did little, if anything, 

to direct attention from Iiiaiself to M e literary work. In 

fact, be preferred picture? of 'himself standing over a dead 

ku£u or holding Ills hand oa a big marlin rather than sitting 

at a typewriter, 

Jlciiiingvray was, of course, just as serious about hie 

writing as he was about shooting well or fishing with the 

proper technique. /The same attention he devoted to hunting 

and fishing, he devoted to developing an individual style of 

writing, carrying over from hi a youth the same intensity of 

application, the same semi-religious attitude/ Since lie 

came to feel that the only art that would last was that 

which conveyed the feeling of reality, M s main preoccupa-

tion as a writer was to describe action and emotion as 

clearly end as precisely as possible. He had a gro&fc 

passion for stating exactly the way things were—like 

2Ibid., p. 114. 



shooting quickly aau cleanly. Ho wrote the best lie could 

about the things "he knew, and ae certainly knew hunting and 

fishing as few other writers have hnawn thera. 

Hemingway's ritualistic attitude toward sports 

definitely affected hie writing habits. H@ arose early each 

morning and wrote hard until almost noon# or until he 

reached a stopping place, then if ho had written well, his 

reward was knowing that he could spend the remainder of the 

clay engaged in M s favorite sport. But when his writing had 

been difficult, he did not enjoy the remainder of the day 

very much. Eis careful, knowledgeable fishing inspired him 

to write the best that he could. 

Hunting and fishing also furnished Eerr&ngway many of 

his characters. Scsao of them were sportsmen, who hunted or 

fished with trie same exoert knowledge and skill with which 

Hemingway did these things. lie showed disgust with his few 

characters who did not understand hunting or fishing, or who 

participated in these sports in a disinterested or dis-

honest manner. It was important to Hemingway that a man not 

only be a hunter or a fisherman, "wit he a good one.. These 

sports often pat hie characters in positions where their 

courage, stamina, and canning were put to a test and where 

their moral qualities underwent significant development. 

Hemingway' s emphasis upon hunting and fishing and other 

sports has brought unfavorable criticism from those whose 



physical and emotional experience differs widely frora Ms, 

People -who clo not aare for tho out -of-cioorej or eporfcs 

activity fall to rs;*li;'.o t*:-at "omtitjg and fishing require 

tine anJ careful preparation, and Include raore than just a 

casual hoar or -"aye- on tha of sorao araoh or oar In the 

woo(Jl"! ncfmrheT̂ . St lias boon liarci for many very intelligent 

people to the iiuportaaee ond val*ao o£ these activi-

ties avxl to aiiG'srstane! their interrelationship ijith literary 

pursuits in the life of a mm like Hemingway. Some critics 

alsoics outdoor activities as trivial,, unimportant, and 

completely ̂ on-iatollootual: and, t7iore5oro fail to arrive 

at a s:.itiofactory interpretation cf the author's manning. 

An oxaraiaatiori cf tho relationship of these sports to 

Eoraiiigftroy'e Ufa and particularly to hin literary career may 

•sheet light upon lie "has to say,. 2?he fact that "tcsuingway 

ic almost the only truly artistic spokesman for the spores-

racsi of Aeisrica—~a vast and inarticulate fraternity—'lias 

never been tliroughly acknowledged! and ehoched for detail. 

I'he following pages xrill, therefore, attempt to poiat out 

the nae of particular sports material (hunting ana fishing); 

to establish the connection between oporbs technique and 

attifca<3es in thoao oportc and. nondngrfcy's art and life? and 

to discover,- if ponaihla, the rnaaniags that oadL&t for tho 

thoii gl it fiu 1 roadt̂ r.. 



CaflPTEP. XI 

:jrr.g?rrK5 AIBS fishihg in HEsc^mt's LIFE 

If anyoae over loved tin© csiMoors, Ernest Hemingway 

did* Ka 8;x?nt r?.early "ill Ms? leisure "hours 1'nrnt.ing and 

fishing. 

As a cMl-I,- risiniiwjvfay wist of ao'tiras, cjroafcly imlliienced 

".ŷr M p pc-ironfefjf artel Ms la ter afcfcifcaClQS tor*ar& nature and 

carfc begem Enveloping miite early„ On the one frcmd irae u 

inotiher t-fbo not only lacked cloniestie tales.ts, !mfc ' aKiorrod 

didiec, deficient rasmnars, stomach upsets, hoa,se~cleardng 

and cooking.'' TM® necessitated oufcsifie help frok iritoss 

and other servant®. Mrs. Hetiincjwey -:rap ecvotioaally testable 

and l>3cnne upset when her *d. sixes n-jere not granted,, a £re~ 

mieat occurrence i:,i the. large Hcaraingway family. She wotiM 

ran 'bo her roora s.s<l t e l l the others that she ho/I ssieS; 

h©Jid&C!he , 

Sirs.. tia<3 a great passion for m s i c and felt; 

that she hae* reeri'iiicGc! a promising career vftien she married 

J>r. Clarence Eosaiiigway. Sho **as ne-/er able to overcome th i s 

foeliiir cooplately rmci t r ie* to bend her rihildrea in. the 

direction of mslo , hoping that; one of thea would become a 

1 
-^Leicester H^iingifay, l|jr Brother, Ernest Haninqwav 

(Cleveland, 1962) , p- ' 



great vocalist. She forced liar .sou Bme&t to talie cello 
/ 

iestsoiitj for years, but beeaase he levod tlia cu&lcarc noro 

than irrusic, lie jt>rov©ci tu bo a great disappointment: to his 

aether. Tie did mot tc/iiO. in lier direction. 

On the other 7ii*n&, H<s&nlng8r«y's father hail a great 

passion i'or nufcuro i'iid the* outdoors«, As the uather did not 

tiuvo time for the little practical attentions ^ child needs, 

Hcnlngtyuy turnsd to Mt» father for affection and guidance-— 

just ao the xsttimc wanted. Sle ir?as w> proud of having a son 

that he tool?. Kmest fishing irit.li Mei before Ernest wao two 

years old or could say -'pioli. Heuiugway's father taught 

lite not only fishing and limiting, bat a certain pride in 

these sports«. By the time i&m child was three years old, lie 

had his own fishing' rod and ~>ma& the nwm& of all the fish 

that were caught* 

lloroiagif&y a father road to him from an illustrated 

natural liistory book. By the time the boy was five, he 

could give the Latin ntMtms oi: rwre than 3B0 north itaorlcsm 

birds» iit eight, lie kmw fclu,v wmm ox all the birds, all 

the trees, flowers*, £Lf<?t, anr! <mtiaa,i.s found in the lliaclla 

•M&t, and zxany other places„ He learned from "his fathor how 

to dress trout and sharjciott * 'miSe until it wa.5 ecalposl~l:e<au 

-•Iij.ld* , p. 15> > 



;il,-id k-roficionfc in lilting at on early 

ago# r.T:io Ixiilt*. v. ou ' T'iX!occi i:-'-. north-* 

oct I'ttclxir̂ xi, they nSc part of every Gnrmar* One 

of fclie rao~t a-r.oitiirj tincr- at the ia'.r.cj tras Sunday target 

practico. A-., the father wild not ?.lloir the children to 

kill aniiaala rani seriously for practice, they olay 

pigeons tor targetsSadh cSiil'l, inclu<3±ag the -jiria, was 

allovred to uljoofc father's gtrn. Har&ngway loveel this orscite-

L;er?t, ?.nfi the sir.ai;!, of hurŝ c. jxjifeksr,. As Dr» H«2Riiâ -m7 \fas a 

great tring shot, Emeet Jx*cun&it a good x-ziay shot awmi "before 

tie ims tea. On tho boy:f% toath fcirt£xlay, M s Grandfather 

nerrdr-j.-ay gevo Mra a 2C--fraugeit single-barrel shotgua. After 

that# Bnect zxifl M s father v/ont rpoil hunting zmarj tir.ies on 

M s -aaclc'o £;isr.i r-ê r Ĉ hca,:ial&, 'Illinois 

7aiot\or cavfoer of bho family tshora Eemiagw&y adnireu was 

M s Great-̂ Jiiclc Syloy nanoook, This unelc, a grout merles-

naii, tcraghfc Sraest fly-fishing techniques that my on M c 

father did not hnotj% Also, the ctories Fncle Syiey toM of 

hi/3 trevela rsroEindl tho w r M fascinated Hemingway. Tito 

young boy began to Sroaia of the day ̂rlieii lie could eeo the 

r̂oacicra of the Pacific and Indian oceans* 

Hcraingtmy finally got M s first tacts of Ev.lt vmtar 

while lie was ofcill .in fjratlo sdhool. Eis mother took Mia and 

M o sistor, Marcolline, with Tier to 'Ta»tac"tet. Tlie boy tms 

so fascinated by the oeocn that lie could hardly wait for the 



day when he could go deep-sea fishing. Writing home from 

llantuchet on on& occasion, he boasted that lie had been 

"fooling fine and rough ant! had gone oat in the opon ocean 

•whore the boat had shipped water g r a n d l y . T o celebrate 

his experience.- he bought a mtord of a big swordfish t© 

present to "his father1 s Agassiss SocietyHemingway 

apparently never forgot the sensations that he experienced 

on these sailing occasions —the vrind and the spray of the 

salt imter on M s face, the movement of the boat on the 

sea, and the flying fish around hira. 

In those formative years one can see the beginning of 

what has became the Hemingway legend. His desire to pose 

for pictures began at this time. Henceforth the family 

album began to fill -with pictures of Hemingway posing in M s 

fishing clothes and holding a fishing rod or a rainbow trout 

in his hand,- His parents were proud of the young fisherman 

and his nature lore, and they let him know it. 

HemingwaySs father %-ms also proud of his son's ability 

to shoot, :-;hen Ernest' s Inch was running well, he could 

reach oat with a gun and bring down out of the sky birds 

that were more than fifty yards ax-ray < So when the pigeons 

needed thinning out around the bam Hemingway's father 

called the entire faraily to watch Eraset shoot. He could 

down twenty birds with a single box of shells. 

"'Ibid • - t„>» 27, 
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nerainyu-ay' aether took great delight la showing M m 

off to Tier friends* Sho would liava M m recite the Latin 

names of t5ie 'birds that Tie knew. and Heraingvjay liked the 

attention lie \rus being given. In fact, lie never outgrew- the 

desire for attention. Hot only m s Haniagimy good with, a 

fishing rod or a gun, tout lie 2aaew lie was good. Ilia proud 

parents took care of that -

Also at tills fcircie X-Xemlngway began to take an interest 

in Ills physique. He wanted to become the big, strong 

sportsman* The only tiling lie liked about fan work was hay 

making because It developed his modes. Before lie reached 

high school, lie l»ad also become an excellent swiitaaer. Ho 

practiced hours in the school pool doing an endurance dive 

to develop hie chest muscles. Ernest also turned M s 

rnother: s music roua into a boxing arena when oho and Ills 

sisters were away frera home,, Later lie tool-; bossing lessons 

in Chicago to keei,. in shape-« 

Although not an early reader, llerningway Toocm® vory 

fond of books, As a. child h© preferred to make up his own 

stories to go with the pictures In M s readers,, Later in 

M s boyhood h© avidly react Richard Harding Da-vis Stephen 

Crane, Rudyard Kipling Robert Louis Stevenson.- and Mark 

Twain—all î reclatiinsntly outdoor" artists.. 

Ac a T>oy- 'ileraingucy liked to imitate Hark Twaiivs 

fictional characters. 'hon lladelaine his favorite sister-



was old enough, lie pennifeted "her, To® Sawyer fashion, to 

help Ilia clean fish said skin gam©, to carry fche saalces and 

frogs, and to bury the fish entrails around the roots of the 

apple fere®. As Mark 'Steain had learned the Mississippi/ 

Hemingway learned hunting and £isMng-~by experience. 

The last tiling Hemingway did before "he left for Europe 

the first time was go fishing, u*hen lie and his friends, Ted 

Brumbaclc, Charlie Hopkins, and Carl Edgaxj left Kansas City 

to join the Jtaerican Red Gross Field Service overseas, they 

•.•jent by way ox Michigan to fish for trout before going to 

liSlif "fork,, 

Hemingway: o memory of M s boyhood experiences appar-

ently neve.r left liinu ! Then the war was over, the first 

•place to which he returned was Michigan. He was "like an 

animal that had traveled far and returned to the place where 

ho was raised, finding reassurance that things were as he 

rmeaibered them and that this was truly the place. 4 

Hunting and fishing were important to him at this time 

because these sports represented that which was pleasant and 

enjoyable to Mm, activities in which he had excelled and 

which restored, M s ego- The world of men at war had changed 

M s attitudes, but the simple natural pursuits of M s child-

hod had remained the same. He wanted to fish and to get 

4Xbid„, v. Z2. 



away -ixoia t&ose ifac Hid not ~antj.erstic.nJ, the ©.ijxsriwaicoc 

throutjh tiSiich he- had gorie-~tho miinitisted, ia ether yoriis. 

It \t-3B in this oaviroiiraent tfcat 1*i& lioi;od to oT/ererayio M e 

bitter war experiences arid fia-Q oat vrhat lie wanted «o <3o. 

Daring this period of reliabilitation in i-iichiĝ n, 

r.axd,mjiKi.Y refusal to be inflmeaaed 2jy his parents into 

settling down to a, i>roi'G£sclor»al csroor. Ete looked. forward 

to tliG soclusion li© would have when they returned, to Oak 

Parh. He mated to stay in I-Jlclilgari during the £&11 and to 

hunt and fish. As lb© roaraed a£oot through tlie woods, the 

fields, and the streams, lie loved the ''SKIOIIB of pine 

needles aau a©«CFs,fl liuy, the fresh-«aau<$it trout laid hi 

tee, and the sound of cowbells carrying far on the calm 

overling air. •"l> Theset sights, sounds, and smells aro 

recorded again and agedn in Mfi> fiction. 

In the winter of 1919# riowingway %xsnt to Toronto, i-merQ 

lie v?rot« for the roeklv Star. But by the spring of 1920, lie 

was again lodging to be in northern ;;iichiganf catching trout 

sud shooting groueo. He wanted to be DO far in the floods 

that ho could not see one cign of rac,zi. xio missed fho 

rivers cassl streeaas and the wods c.nu wild life of the 

J-Iichigan ;;.&&insul&. 

On September 3, IS21, lloniagway Married Miss Hadley 

Richardson, his fircfc wife. 12© acceptoc an assignment with 

5IMd», p, 62. 



th© Toronto star, end he snd :-2c»ll®y -,7©»t to P&rin. In spite 

oZ hie jottrnallntic i;crh, ho continued -bo "heed tha call of 

o&td©ore., Tie and llcclXey hiked rsany miles tOlsrcucJh 

forests ox Chaafcilly and CoLpiegna, observing -ejil.-X1i.fe~~ 

cleerf ui.l*?. boar, foass, ?nd rabbi'te* "Todies later thoy vtont 

trout LtpMng at, fJoatraa^ end £3,5/ fishing i» the Phana 

Valley-. *Fhe s«rso yaar they went: on a long trip through 

Gcax»any uith Oil! "irtl of Consolidated Press csad lain iiifeu 

Imnt on £idhiag aad getting 5e£tairo material for mgcs&isee, 

Ho^agway <und r-laclloy returned to Canada for trio birt.li 

of tlie-ir first oon, John lloxllay !.liacaaor Heciingtyciy# b o m 

October 10, Daring tSils tiae„> according to his 

brother Toicor.tor, Kesaingtiay wans laisorahl©: 

Tho *tfie«ither voo rotten again and depressing 
and so was tho country. He remembered that the 
yttwtuer ixiforo her el heen oat on the llarae shooting 
crows and had shot a pike in the river with his 
.22 automatic pistol.- in tih© fine oĵ en country of. 
Thrace he had shot more than twenty quail in. one 
day "/ith a 1 "-gas-go doable.6 

Cocaraingly vas never to adjust himself to Toronto,, 

i:io ciauht ho vt«£! too ssadh the country boy to he pant, 'an .In 

the city, r.o refcurnocl to France es csoon r.s Hadloy iras ablo 

to t r a v e l h a t thoy die: not live together ranch longer and 

v.r«3re divorcau in JSarch, 1927. 

In the raner ox 1927 Hatdngway r.iarried Paulino 

PxcifSror, his second tfifo. '*hon she vrnc expecting their 

O-Ibid*, p. 77o 
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H a r m . S f e s a n i n t j w r a y w a n i r a x 4 ? 3 0 n e t i b y t h e r e a l i s t i c d e s c r i p t i o n 

o f l i f o i n a n A f r i c a n t / i l i e g e ^ l i e r a n ^ r o t e , *To«i s n e l l 

W j . . , p . 1 0 0 . % b i d . , p . 1 1 4 . 



smells of the village? yam azr.t its food? yc*i s&& th© vhite 

nan as the black nan sees bliss and, after yea: have lived in 

the village, jot <81© there,-After rolling trie beak, he 

clrerrie-3 of raiding a trip to Africa .iid of huoafclng big gcsae. 

Is 1533 neTfdngwsy aad Pauline *-jent on hie first 

African ssferi® This? axpocii'feiotj Ic.stDc' about five months. 

TIi© impressions and esq^rieneocs on this Stinting trip gave) 

Hemingway the hacfe/imisid mteriel for M e ctorios, "The 

8aom of Kilimanjaro" and "The Short Happy Life of Tr&aa? •. 

Macoiriher, '• eml for th© tool4*- of noii-fiction/ Green *lillr> -of 

Africa. 

Affcar Hcenlngi-my s«cl Paulino rotarno£ to Key ;';*ect# 

fishing each clay beeam© a way of life for then. Tie -wild 

get up early anrl w i t s uatil noon so that be ccild fisli the 

rest of the Say. Is corroienting upon Mr. fishing and writ-

ing, "he told bis brother; 

'-'Siting is cljra-inod XiarS %fork, Bcuron. If X get 
iti> early and really write# it gives me a feeling 
of rewarc! to Ictiow yon rjenfes -?xe clot-m at the doefe 
waiting to go fishing, and I will have the rest of 
the clay out on the water with you* If I don't <5o 
so well, I know I won't enjoy the rest of the day 
©s Hiuch either, The anticipation helps rae do fch« 
best I con* 

Ee felt that fishing had a therapeutic value; it restored 

the activity of M o imagination by maiding him focus M s mind 

%ia&ar Heraam# I-IoniacfWciVs A Pictorial BiociraAv {Jfsw 
York, 1961) , pe 94. 

'̂"'Leicester Koming&my, op» cit. , p» 137. 



latently apoa pira phyoies.1 detail, ^.is ucfeiTrlty he^t M m 

to going at&Xe cs s trritor, I-lc. said bhct ;ao one could 

writo ©very day without & Lrcck. 

Henisiĝ ey caagsbt soste record fish daring this tirae. So 

caught a sailfiah that wished 110 ,1/2 pounds and ta?eaty~ 

five years later rosaains the record catch for the Atlantic 

0:1 rod and reel* 3Sis laomited body is or* <31 splay in the 

headquarters of t&e I-Ucsai Red sad !3.eel duGs.'1-*1 At BlidLsi, 

lie eeaght th& first big, iinmtilatsd tosses, ever tahen thor „ 

sane of them neighing ixor« 314 to 610 ixranfis. 

:7kilo Haratâ fay x?es making his record catches# ho was 

challenged one evening on the dock by a imn yfcx> questioned 

hio catches and accused hir;>. of faking the pictures that he 

haa taken ot his fish. This ts&b ĉ uite a blow to his ecjo. 

A fight ensued between them,, Hemingway later learned that 

hie antagonist -eras Joseph Knapp, -aimer said publisher of 

OQ̂ptr̂ffiy i $ t
 {p Ilor.te Cpt,tĵjn3.o n,if and The .Artiorxcan» After 

this encounter, SteKdngtray tdfoaS id.th J-Iihe hemer arid others 

ebout the formation of an official group to verify and haep 

game-ill sli records. 

This idea of record-koepiag pea?haj*f3 reveals a little- of 

the Heralingvay legend.-~.thc big fisherman- Hemingway rmd 

already taken ichthyologists frcsn the Philadelphia Aon&mav 

of Science out to study the habits of merlin in the Gulf 

'"iSfoid., p. 151. 
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Stream. And one species of fish, the Meo-Marinthe Hgninq-

wavi, had been named after him. 

In 1946 Hemingway married his fourth wife, Mary Welsh, 

He described her as "a fisherwoman/ fair wing shot# strong 

swimmer, good cook, good judge of wine, and an excellent 

gardener."12 These characteristics seem to fit all of his 

wives, who were outdoor types. Mary said, "Of all the gifts 

Ernest has given me since I stopped working in offices in 

London and Paris in 1945 and moved to Cuba to be his wife, 

probably the best was the opportunity to live outdoors. "13 

It would be hard to picture Hemingway married to a social-

ite * 

In August 1953 Hemingway and Mary went to Africa. His 

favorite camp on safari was near Mt. Kilimanjaro (the setting 

for one of his stories). On one side was a beautiful, grassy 

plain dotted with trees through vftiich a little stream ran. 

On the other side was the mountain. Here he shot M s first 

lion. Also at the foot of Kilimanjaro, Mary bagged a lion, 

the head of which now hangs in her present apartment in New 

York. 

Even after two plane crashes and serious injuries, 

Hemingway described the six months on this African trip as 

12 
"A Visit with Hemingway, " (author not given), Look, 

XX (Sept. 4, 1956), 23. 

13Mary Hemingway, "A Sentimental Safari," Life, LIV 
(April 19, 1963) , p. 92. 
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the happiest clays of M s life. Mary was also jx>etic in her 

enthusiasm yfhtm she wrotor 

Safari living was for us a luxury more desirable 
thai* iias»iuas-»-£ir®ali air, no iHmmme, no time feractefcs 
chopping one's days into dull, dutiful segtnsat®. 
There was always the excitement of never knowing YJhat 
the new day would bring. 

Hemingway's love ©f nature lias been compared with that 

of Jean-Jacques Rousseau, Who believed that all nature was 

divine and good. Rousseau considered himself a lover of 

nature, and he roamed the fields in the early morning to see 
ir, 

the sunrise. Hemingway'a attachment was closer and more 

realistic. Ho said that he had not missed a sunrise for 

fifty years, but he at this time* of day was usually engaged 

in some activity, oudh as writing or a hunting or fishing 

trip—not merely strolling through the fields emoting. 

In en important statement Which perhaps reveals more of 

his attitude and personality than he intended, Hemingway 

told Scribner, "Shooting gives me a good feeling; a lot of 

it is being together and friendly instead of feeling you are 

in some place Where everybody hates you and wishes you ill. 

It is faster than baseball, and you are out on one strilce. 

14Helen MasScel, "A Look Back, A too!; Ahead,f" Good 
Ji£, CLVX (February, 1963), 36. 

1 John Charpentier, Rousseau the Child of nature 
(London, 1931), pp. 7~60. 

l6Lillian Rose, Portrait of imilaaway (new York, 1961), 
p. 31. 



Hemingway wonfcofi to excel in writing even more thi-a* In 

hunting and flailing, but he resented the attacks of literary 

critics even raore than he did the attacks on M s fishing 

record. The great difficulty, however, was that ho could 

measure the boras of his animal or weigh M s fish, but he 

could not inoarjure his literary achievement, not even by 

success or money, and ha loner* it. Unfavorable criticism, 

therefore, seemed to disturb him uaeiuly and. to give M*a a 

feeling of insecurity which me.de him long for definiteness 

and raeasurability of aporte achievement. 

Sometime it is difficult to determine whether Hemingway 

was posing and oalculatiugly building onto the legend about 

himself or whether he was simply and naturally moved by his 

love for shooting. One day while he and Lillian Ross were 

walking down Fifth Avenue, a flock of pigeons flew by. 

Lillian described his actions as follows; 

Hemingway stopped, looked up, and aimed an 
imaginary rifle at them. He pulied the trigger and 
then loolced disappointed. He said, ' Very difficult 
shot.!i Then he turned quickly and pretended to 
shoot again, and said, Easy shot." Then he said, 
"LookI" end pointed to a spot on the pavement,1' 

A hostile critic might see nothing more than adolescent 

bragging in this incident, yet there is a spontaneous 

quality about it which gives it a certain charm and authen-

ticity of feelingo 

^'Ibid., p. 49» 
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In another iacido-.it; of sosec/hat tho sarao typo, Heraing--

imy' a behavior secns a little gratuitous. Trying on a new 

coat^ Hemingway studied himself in' the mirror, then raised 

M s arms as though ho vera aiming a rifle, 'tficn the clerk 

asked him if he was going to uae it for shooting, he grunted 

and said he *-rauld tahe it -

Once when Heiaingway was offered a cigarette, he refused 

it because he felt that smoking ruined his sense of smell, 

a sense he found important and enjoyable in hunting. Ho 

said, ''Cigarettes ssaell so awful to you when you have a nose 

that can truly asaoll. "I3 Then he enumerated roany of the 

animals that he could truly smell,, 

Those who engage la only one sport oonetimes fail to 

ssee the oiEcitoiaent and pleasure that can he derived from 

other sports activity. A friend once told Hemingway that 

all huntinr except elephant hunting was dull? that In order 

for a sport to be exciting there had to be great danger in 

it. Hemingway decided to publish a defense of his own 

position that all fishing and hunting carry an element of 

excitement comparable to the thrill of elephant hunting, and 

"On the Blue later s ' appeared in Esquire. 

In tills article Hemingway's description of the ocean— 

the last wild country left--reveals somewhat the degree of 

18Ibid„, Po 27. 
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pleasure which he experienced as he fished on the open seas. 

He wrotes 

There is a feeling of excitement whan a fish 
takes the bait because one does not know whether 
it is a marlin, swordfish, ©r some other great 
fish. . . . The excitement comes from the fact 
they are strange, wild things of unbelievable 
speed, power, and beauty. Fight them like a 
wild horse. The fun is when you are fighting 
them. The pleasure is being on the sea, in the 
unknown wilderness of great fish and the satis-
faction of conquering this thing which rules the 
sea it lives in. 

Perhaps Hemingway did not want to be outdone by his friend, 

who had probably shot more elephants than Hemingway had. 

In 1955 Hemingway worked with Spencer Tracy in Cuba, 

making a film of The Old Man and the Sea. Together they 

fished for days off the coast of Peru, trying to catch a 

giant marlin to be used in the film. Some of the fish-

caught measured over fourteen feet, but these were not large 

enough. It finally became necessary to resort to Hollywood 

magic to obtain the desired effect of siae, and Hemingway 

was disappointed and depressed. Life had refused again to 

measure up to his idealistic expectations. 

Hemingway had a tremendous respect for physical cour-

age. His brother said, During his lifetime he traded in 

it, developed it, and taught other people a great deal about 

it. And his own courage never deserted him. ?hat finally 

19Emest Hemingway, "On the Blue ' Jaters," Esquire, V 
(April, 1936), 31. 
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failed M m was M s body." Perhaps he was hunting himself# 

and the shot he fired at himself he fired as a hunter. It 

is consoling to think that maybe ho finally saw himself in 

the clear morning sunlight of th© Idaho Rockies. 

Even the scene of Hemingway's death was one close to 

nature—away from the large cities and the crowds. His 

house# •just outside of Ketchum# Idaho, was located close to 

the Wood River# -which ran trout-cold down one of the foot-

Mils of the Rockies. Hie time of M s death# July 2# 1961# 

was When everytMng was at its greenest—almost haying 

time down in the valley. 

His brother wrote that on the morning of the funeral# 

there was a smell of sage in the cool air# the river 

gurgled over the pebbled bed# and fish darted out of the 

shadows to feed. 

Hemingway was buried in a little cemetery on a gentle 

slope where he had looked down into the valley so many 

times. His grave was beside that of Taylor Williams# an 

old hunting friend. For years Taylor# called "Beartracks#" 

had been a shooting instructor at Sun Valley. He had died 

two years before# and Hemingway had been a pallbearer at 

M s funeral. 

Thus Hemingway# the sportsman and writer# had returned 

to die—close to the mountains# the streams# and the fish in 
20Leicester Hemingway# clt., p. 256. 
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the great outdoors that he loved. Whether the following 

verse is over Hemingway's grave or not# it applies to 

Hemingway as much as it does to the roan Who wrote it# a man 

whom he had admired from childhood. 

Under the wide and starry sky. 
Dig the grave and let me lie. 
Glad did I live and gladly die# 

And I laid ra© down with a will. 

This be the verse you grave for me: 
Here he lies Where he longed to be,* 
Home is the sailor# hone from sea# 2i 

And the hunter home from the hill. 

21 
Robert Louis Stevenson# "Requiem," A Treasury of 

Great Poems, edited by Louie Unterraeyer (New York# 1955)# 
p. 991. 



CHAPTER III 

mZJSWG A?TT» SISHXUG m HEimiSWAY'S SHORT STORIES 

Heningway' s short stories are published in five vol-

umes: In Our Tine (1926), Men without worsen (1927) , winner 

Take nothing (1933), The Fifth Column and the First Forty-

Mine Stories (1933), and The Short Stories o£ Ernest 

Hemingway (1938). Out of his more than fifty short stories, 

fourteen deal with hunting and fishing either directly or 
>10-? pcK*4tJ" 

Indirectly« Although this number is not proportionately 

large# some of these stories are the best and the most 

popular and the longest. 

For th© purposes of this study Hemingway1s short 

fiction about hunting and fishing can easily be divided 

into three groups. First come the Hick Adams stories: 

"Indian Camp,'' :The Doctor and the Doctor's wife, "The End 

of Something, ' "The Three Day Blow, ".low I Lay Me,'1 "Big 

Two-Hearted River," and Fathers and Sons. ! Most of these 

appear in In Our Time, riext, there are the stories written 

fron Hemingway's experiences on his African safari. 'The 

Snovrs of Kilimanjaro" and The Short Happy Life of Francis 

I-laaambor" were first published in book form in The First 

Forty-Illne Stories» The third group consists of stories 

not specifically related to hunting and fishing but 

24 



containing sorae casual mention of these sports- "Up in 

ItLchigan,"Out of Season, ' "Tea Indians, ' :'A Day1 a "sait, ' 

and "vriae o£ !\!yoRiing!- opj;.«aar also ia the collection entitled 

The First Forty-Hine Stories« 

She main interest of llcaningway* s first major ttorfc, a 

collection of stories mid sketches entitled jjij, Our Time, 

lies in the randan development of Hick Mams fen adoles-

cence to manhood. Iaic;c is exposed to violence and pain, but 

makes an apparent escape into the memories and e?:ix&riencen 

of M s childliood, especially those relating to hunting and 

fishing. An interesting feature of the book is the short 

inter-chapters or vignettes—reraini scenc as frost the war and 

bullfighting that alternate with the longer narratives. 

These short sketches seem unrelated to the ad Jacent material, 

but they do connect with each other and form a necessary 

background for the stories themselves. Tlirough these little 

inter-chapters Hemingway reveals something of hi3 attitude 

toward war and life, especially as this attitude has been 

conditioned by his early love of hunting and fishing. 

Hemingway:s youthful activities in hunting and his 

association of precision shooting with the out-o£-doors— 

fresh car, peace, natural beauty, freedom, and life—gave 

him a good feeling. His concentration upon the techniques 

of killing birds and animals cleanly and efficiently was 

almost comparable to observance of a religious rite or 
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ceremony. Shore is no record ox bio ever eKi^riencing 

remorse for killing an aniraal or bird, or of M s ever "having 

put "himself iiaaginatiyely in M s quarry's place. But when 

lie applied Cor szm applied) this ''good," sacred shooting 

skill to the mtruer of man, he must have suffered a curious 

revulsion—a traumatic shock denser than his physi-

cal wounds, His total disillusionment vjith the war had much 

to do vrith both his physical wounds and his psychic conflict. 

Evidence to support tills supposition may be found in 

Hemingway's intense rendition of the coolness with which he 

mid his comrades used their precision skill to take pot-shots 

at liuraan targets as if they were clay pigeons. The terse-

ness of his prose suggests the subsurface tension particu-

larly in the third, fifth, and eighth vignettes: 

•7e were in a garden in Mons„ Young Buckley 
came in with his patrol from across the river» The 
xirpt German I saw climbed up over the garden wall, 
!-f© waited till he got one leg over and then potted 
hira, He had so raudh equix'Ment on and looked"" awfully 
surprised and fell down into the garden. Then three 
more caiae over farther down the wall, •?<» Bhot thorn. 
They came just like that. 

They shot the six cabinet ministers at half-
past six in the rooming against the wall of the 
hospital. 

Boyl© [ policeman] shot one [Hungarian] off the 
seat of the wagon and on© out of the wagonbox.1 

•' Ernest Eeraingx/ay, Time (Baw York, 1925}; the 
vignettes are not numbered. The third inter-chapter follows 
page 31? the fifth, page 61? the eighth, page 101„ 
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It is what Zcaaingiray does not o;jy that proves Mi* -to lie 

painfully awrar® o£ the oar* ressi.lt of all M s joĵ ous# loath-

ful hunting e^scriences. 'there is the peace# the freshness 

of the Midhigan woods# the -'good" feelings' The aemory of 

what has been lout soeps through almost every line of In 

Our Time and inserts the pervasive hut unmistakable bitter-

nofig t-rhitih flavor3 the book. 

'foitM 1:l&'-druj\mY have been better prepared for war if 

he had been tau-;fht by father to regard the feelings of 

the hunted? Perhaps not, nsti\ yet sensitivity ifj a <jaality 

which interests Hemingway as a writer- A doctor might 

naturally he e:r:©eted to he a bit callous to death, or if 

not callous# at least quite sensible rather than sensitive 

about it. As a curiour.? matter of fact# "Indian Camp'' is 

concerned with this very quality in Hick Mams1 father— 

seeming indifference to pain and death,. 

In Our Time is# then# a reassessment# from a roafcure 

viewpoint# of a bofhooO. ami adolescent experience# with 

hunting mad fishing as a 3cind of raafcriUc for the change. In 

this sense, many of Heraingtfay' s stories and novels shot'/ 

that his disillusionment and bitterness with war derive 

from M s early attitude toward hunting and fishing as 

activities which produced physical and moral good feeling. 

The conflict between the essential ''goodness" or 

Tightness of killing birds and animals and the essential 
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'ba&iocs'' of billing nen iii war for out) way Ivtve also led 

Ilemiiigcray to a particular intorost in killing in the bull 

ring, ifaore tSier̂  is also sudh elaborate rifcua.3. as ho 

associate*! vlth the "rant, tr.̂3 semi-sacred attitude of 

spectators and part&c&posjfcs alike, the '-̂ pecislon and 

physical skill of the performers, and psrhaps above all "the 

definite possibility of the animal' s varnishing "his 

be ki llor. The stories about ballfightitig are, however, 

"beyond, the SCO;'© of thi-? study-

Among the stories of 'Tick Planus, only the "'Big T>*©-. 

Eearted River" deals directly tilth hunting ant! fishing, but 

thic story lies long been considered the beet of In Our Time 

and a minor masterpiece of Araerican literature. Here 

Hemingway' s aaotional and psychological tensions are sug-

gested, and here he sho-rs his impressive Jjnosrledfj® of the 

techniques and details of. a.sport lie loved-

In "Big Tw-lfearted River" n<Hain«way omits all mention 

of the war, of the peov,lo r*ick has net, and- of tl>.e places 

he has visited in the recent i>ast. After the Amiatice, 

Hick, still suffering from hie r^ysical and mental wounds, 

returns to his home in Michigan. He feels that this is the 

good place "because of its association with a certain part 

of his past—fishing, the river, and the woods—which have 

not been excised from. M s life as he is trying to do vrit'h 
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<ail the rest. As Hick steps off the train* a© sees a 

burnod-o>rer country* '"̂h© town, ia gone# and there is nothing 

but charred stumps and black grasahoppers—symbolizing the 

•wasteland he is trying to leave behind. But the river is 

still there# and to .t.Iick this is the important thing, 

«ickss return to the river is no ordinary fishing trip. 

Stewart Sanderson says# :'It is a kind of therapy i:or a. 

v/ounded nan wno has cor.to to this good place in which to heal 

his wounds. '.click cornea alone for one purpose— to fish# 

to imraerse himsaXs; so completely in the physical sensations 

and details ox his fishing that there will be no need to 

think. 4 He associates the act of fishing with soma deep# 

inward fulfillment# Xt has been a long time since he has 

looked into a atreara and seen trout# and he wonders if he 

•will experience the saitie old sensations of the past, v&ien 

the JcLngxiaher darts upstream and s big trout shoots out of 

the water# kick's na«art jumps and he gsts the old xeeling. 

He Iznows then that everything is all right. 

la. order to lose himself completely in the physical 

sensations of fishing# Mick does everything slowly and 

^Melvin Qaokman, 'Horiingwav: The Matador and the 
Crucified,I-todern Fiction Studies# I (August# 1955), 2-3. 

p. 33. 
3stei*arfc Sanderson# Ernest Hemingway (Hew Yorh# 19G1), 

£ 
"Bacitman# ojg,„ cit. # pp. 2-3. 
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accurately, giving himself time to savor M s sensations ancl 

emotions. Malcolm Coif ley says, t;HicJc jrnys so much attention 

to the meaning and Tightness of each gesture that MB life 

alone in the wilderness becomes a succession of little 

ceremoMes. '5 The meticulous way in which Hick makes camp— 

setting up the tent (pegs, ropes, and canvas), building the 

fire (pine chips and wire grill), cooking supper (beans, 

spaghetti, and coffee), and the threading of the reel (line 

and loaders) —tends to become a. ceremonial incantation to 

drive away fears and anxieties. Even the grasshopper he 

arnts on his hook seems to play its part in the ritual : 

Another hopper poked his head out of the 
bottle. His antennae wavered. lie was getting 
his front legs out of the bottle to jump, nick 
took him by the head and held M m -v/hile he 
threaded the slim hook under M s chin, down through 
M s thorax and into the last segments of M s abdo-
man. The grasshopper took hold of the hook with 
M s front feet, spitting tobacco Juice on it. 
Hick dropped him into the water.6 

Then lick, like the grasshopper spits on the hook for luck— 

probably as a primitive gesture to banish evil spirits. 

• Tick is an amateur fisherman, but he feels happy 

because he knows how to fish with expertness. His mastery 

gives him a sense of security. Like any dedicated 

c 
'Malcolm Cowley, "Hemingway at Midnight, 1 Hew Republic, 

CXI (August 14, 1944), 193. 

Ernest Hemingway, "Big Two-Hearted River, ' In Our 
Time, p. 200. IH8 
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fisherman, ho desires to catch the big fish. ~fhexi lie loses 

a large trout, the excitement lias been so great that he 

feels siclc and has to sit down until his disappointment 

abates. He fishes the river all day until it narrows and 

goes into the swamp. He knows that swamp fishing is 

dangerous, and he does not want to go into it yet. The 

swamp is the 'bad place'' for him and represents symbol-

ically the terror and complexity of the world that lie does 

not understand. Hick, like Hemingway when he first returned 

frnm war, wants to keep his life as simple as possible at 

this time. Sanderson says. He lenows that one day he will 

conquer M s neuroses, but it will take time and courage and 

a supreme effort of xriLll. ? The story ends with Kick 

returning to camp encouraged, but thinking that there would 

be plenty of days ahead when he could fish the swamp. 

In ; Indian Cara>" the first story of In, Our Time, Hick 

Adams is introduced to violence and acute human suffering 

for the first time. Hick goes with his doctor father to an 

Indian camp where his father performs a Caesarean operation 

on a screaming woman without any anesthetic. Then iHck 

sees the Indian father with his throat cut from ear to ear. 

nick becomes so upset by these bloody scenes that he begins 

to think of his own death. H® escapes from this scene of 

^Sanderson, op. cit. 
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violence Into a place of safety—a familiar sphere of 

physical activity, a fishing excursion with M s father. 

T-Thile Nick is sitting in the boat with his father, he loses 

M s sick fear and feels 'quite sure that he will never 

die."® Fishing with M s father many times, ho feels secure, 

and the story ends on this not©. 

In the next story, "The Doctor and the Doctor's Wife, 

Hick is not exposed to violence but to a perplexing problem 

that complicates his young life as much as his earlier brush 

with human suffering. Dick Boulton, a workman, tries to 

pick a fight with Doctor Adams in order to avoid working off 

a large bill due the doctor. The doctor refuses to fight, 

and Hick• s mother, who is a Christian Scientist, will not 

believe that Dick would act in such a way. This incident 

convinces Hick that he is completely dissatisfied with his 

mother because she refuses to admit the existence of evil. 

In his mind, he sides with his father. The doctor tells 

Nick that his mother wants to see him, but Nick prefers to 

go hunting with M s father instead. The doctor says, "All 

right. Come on, then,1,9 and they go squirrel hunting, 

leaving the doctor's wife to her Scriptures. Here again the 

°Ernast Hemingway, 'Indian Camp," In Our Time, p. 21. 

^Ernest Hemingway, :,The Doctor and the Doctor's Wife," 
In Our Time, p. 31. 
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protagonist solves a troublesome problem in human relations 

by betaking himself to nature and sports activity. 

In "The End of Something" Hick is confronted with 

another adolescent problem—something ha® gone wrong with 

his love affair. He tells Marjorie, "I feel as though 

everything has gone to hell inside of m e . H e takes her 

trolling for trout and demonstrates his knowledge of fish 

and fishing before he finally gets her to leave. There 

appears to be seme emotional therapy in this fishing 

excursion. 

"The Three Day Blow" reveals, among other things, how 

Nick feels about the end of his affair with Marjorie. Nick 

knows that Marjorie is not in the same class either finan-

cially or socially with a doctor's son, but basically he 

does not enjoy being a snob. He has shared his fishing 

knowledge with Marjorie, and now it is difficult for him to 

sever this seemingly pleasant relationship. He tries to 

find excuses for himself and for the girl in a typical 

adolescent conversation about sports, drinking, women, and 

literature. It is interesting to note how often the subject 

of fishing enters into their conversation. Bill and Wick 

finally decide to drink a toast to fishing. The story ends 

with the boys taking their shotguns and going through the 

10 
Ernest Hemingway, "The End of Something," In Our 

Time, p. 40. 
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meadow to meet Bill's father, who "has been oat hunting. 

Once outdoors with the wind blowing in his face and M s gun 

on his ami# Kick no longer sees his affair with Marjorie as 

very tragic, or even imi>ortant. 

In "iJow. I Lay lie'' Nick has been to war—another world 

of guns and precision shooting, with mud, cold, dirt, bore-

dom, and despair instead of cool, green woods and limpid 

waters. Nick is wounded psychically as well as physically. 

Plagued by insomnia, he cannot sleep without a light in his 

room. He discovers that he is living in a sick world which 

he cannot understand. At his age there is only one escape 

left for him—back into the pleasant memories of his 

childhood, especially the happy hours spent fishing in the 

cool streams of the country he had roamed, la tills place, 

he feels that he can regain the faith lie once had in the 

essential goodness of his skill in sports. At the front he 

carefully calls up old images—grandfather, parents, new 

house, and most of all, fishing.. He sayss 

1 had different ways of occupying myself 
while I lay awake. I would think of a trout 
stream I had fished along when I was a boy, and 
fished its Whole length very carefully in my 
mind? fishing very carefully under all the logs, 
all the turns of the bank, the deep holes and the 
clear shallow stretches, sometimes catching trout 
and sometimes losing them.H 

1 Ernest Hemingway, ;:How I Lay Me," The Fifth Column & 
the First Forty-Mine stories (Hew York, 1938), p. 461. ~~ 



Mentally, Tficlc experiences the same excitement of fishing 

that lie felt as a boy in Michigan, and he is able momentarily 

to expunge from his mind the boredom and horror of war., 

T'Jb.eii *Tohn, Hide's soldier friend, tells him that 

marriage is the best solution to his problem of worrying and 

insomnia, 'Tick attempts to think about girls. Hick says; 

1 had a new thing to think about and. 1 lay in 
the dark with my eyes open and thought of all the 
girls I had ever known and what 7cind of wives they 
would make, it was a very interesting thing to thinX 
about and for a while it lei lied off trout-fishing and 
interfered with my prayers. Finally, though, 1 went 
bade to trout-fishing, because I found that t could 
remember all the streams and there was always some-
thing new about them, while the girls, after t had 
thought about them a few times, blurred and 1 could 
not call them Into my mind and finally they all 
blurred and all became rather the same and I gave 
up thinking about them almost altogether,12 

At this time, the subject of girls and marriage seems to be 

too complicated, and Hick does not try to think about them 

for long. It is interesting to note, too, that 'lie"1" does 

not attempt to re-livo the happy hours of hunting with his 

father? he has had enough of shooting in the war. So he 

recalls his fishing experiences; in them he finds security 

and peace of mind. 

In "Fathers and Sons'' I7ic> is thirty-eight years old 

and is the father of a young son. As nick drives through 

quail country with his son asleep on the seat beside Mm, 

he begins to think of M s own father. Hick is grateful to 

12Ibid., p. 461, 
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Tils father for two things, fishing and shooting, and "he is 

glad It lies been that vay* He thinks, 'Samsons lias to give 

you four first gun,- or the opportunity to get it and use it, 

and you have to liv© where there is game or fish if you are 

to learn about them„ » « ,' As ho meditates on these 

matters/ lie tries to forget the unpleasant incidents that 

apparently caused his father to tabe M s life. But at this 

time of the year {fall} it is hard for ificlc to dismiss his 

father entirely from his mind because 

His father came bach to "hint in the fall of the 
year, or in the early spring when there had been 
jachsnipe on the prairie,, or when he saw shocks of 
corn/ or when he sat# a lake, or when he saw a horse 
and buggy, or when he saw# or heard/ wild goecc, or 
in a duck blind; remembering the time an eagle 
dropped through the x̂ hirling snow to strike a 
canvas-covered decoy, rising, his wings beating, 
the talons caught in the canvas, --4 

The predominant image of his father is always the fisherman 

or hunter—not the whito-coated doctor. 

In the course of the story, !Tic& re-evaluates hie 

childhood in its relation to his father and hunting and 

fishing. Sis young son's questions help him realise how 

difficult it is for a father to give e child satisfactory 

answers about smz or life or death,. He himself finds it is 

easier to talk about shooting- f?hen the boy asks Hick to 

•^Ernect Hemingway, The Short Stories of Ernest 
Hespinoway (The Modern Library, 1938), p. 588. 

14Ibld., p. 594. 
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describe M s grandfather, 2Iic3c tells Mr.! that lis was a great 

hunter and fishonnan. Ho ©eys nothing about M s 'being a 

doctor- To riich, sports activity seeaG more ir.iix>rtont than 

the medical profession, of which M s father was a xaeKiber. 

The story ends with llich promising M s son that lie will talce 

M m to the tomb o£ M s grandfather. One feels that Hick is 

at last beginning to understand M s parents, eT?en. though M s 

mind is by no means free of the strong impressions of M s 

immaturity. 

The Nic&t A&mas stories are clearly autobiographical, 

Both Uaxdngumy and -.Tic--; Bi&ml their boyhoods in ;i±dMgan; 

both have doctor fathers who teach thorn hunting and fishing? 

both arc injured In the war and rstum to the -roods and 

streams to recuperate frora thsdr injuries t both of their 

fathers coimiit suicide; and finally both of thorn are 

writers, neither Hemingway nor Kick ever loses his passion 

for hunting and fishing und writing. 

'The Short nappy ̂ ife of Francis Macorcber'- and "Ta& 

Snows of Kilimaaj&ro," his best Imating stories, were 

written from 'knowledge and experience Hemingway acquired on 

M s first African safari In 1933. In fact, the safari was 

a new hunting e:*i.>erience for him. Ho had shot grouse in 

northern Mchigan, quail in /xfcansas, ducha in Idaho, elk 

and antelope in the northern Roddies, but on safari Heming-

way sought animals, dangerous and not unlikely to attach the 
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hunter. He experienced the fear and excitement of looking 

up and seeing an angry, wounded buffalo charging down upon 

Mm, Perhaps for the first time as a hunter his physical 

courage was tested, forcing him to rely upon M a expert 

marksmanship to saw his life exactly as he had in war. 

Conditioned by M s early love for hunting and fishing, 

Hemingway had little patience with the wealthy sportsmen and 

their wives who came to Africa on safari for the sole pur-

pose of adding their names to the social column in their 

hometown newspapers, He admired those hunters vfho lived by 

the sportsman's code and were not afraid to face dangerous 

animals. 

In "The Short Happy Life of Francis Macomber, " 

Hemingway introduces Macomber as a wealthy American 

sportsman "who was good at court games and had a number of 

big-game records, and who had just shown himself very 

publicly to be a coward. "lt: Macomber disgraces himself 

before his wife, his British white guide, and his guhbearers 

by running from a wounded and charging lion. He loses M s 

self-respect and experiences mental anguish as he realizes 

the stupidity of his actions. Then Margot, Macomber*s wife, 

held to M m only by financial considerations, revels in her 

domination over him. She, in turn, humiliates her husband 

15 
" Ernest Hemingways, "The Short Happy Life of Francis 

Macomber, " The Short stories of Ernest Hemingway, p. 103. 
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In front of !filsoa, \FHO seen her as the rich itoerican, 

"hitchalio is. lie thinks, "Skoy arc the hardest, in the 

xforlcb the hardest, the cruellest# the rsost predatory and 

th© mo£-;t attractive, ?aid their men have su£fered or gone to 

piocoa TJQXT?O\VJ.!J as they have iKÛ dened. Market's final 

humiliation of Macoiaber eorueo -wtoa. she sleeps with Wilson, 

She knows her husband is a coward aad har action i-i openly 

having sexual. re!atiorui t'ith another iaa& i« her suor^Sul 

raiwdintion and punishxient of i-Iacc3Et>er-

IlacoiBber hau been, .living long in a world of wealth and 

women, containing more i-red&tory proj thai the ?j!r±c::n. 

veldt; csonseqaoritly, not until ho faces the warsdod lion is 

lie aware fc,lu*t tu, has lost M s uiorcl coaragc. He is so 

fric,fitiinod that lie; brcu?jy all the rules of the sportsman' s 

code, He wants to shoot fron the car? then in ysnia, he 

gat-shoots the lion and is afraid to go into the tall grass 

to finish the hill; he suggests sending in tho African 

heaters? ana when the lion charged, he runs like a ocarod 

rabbit- uilssou, Mar-jot, and tho reader see M&acsabor as the 

-,-jaah, cowardly l>laybey he io. 

~:amingtray! a aOfdration for the irofessional big-gane 

hunter appears in Wilson's relations with the llaeorobars. 

"I'llson does not enjoy hunting with amateur socialites like 

: s» -
~v Ibi u * # p« i 0 7 r. 
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Macomber, but lie makes M s living with all Mads of people, 

satisfying their foolish desires. He lias M s own standards 

about shooting and killing, and everyone has to follow them 

when hunting with M m . He admires precision shooting and 

shows great disgust when Macomber gut-shoots the lion. When 

Macomber suggests that they forget the wounded lion, Wilson 

suddenly feels "as though he had opened the wrong door in a 

hotel and seen something shameful.?<l7 Leaving a wounded 

animal is an unpardonable sin in the code of a true hunter. 

Macomber, after M s first day on safari, realizes that 

as a sportsman he knows 

• • . about motor cars, about duck-shooting, 
about fishing, trout, salmon and big-sea, about 
seec in books, many books, too many books, about 
all court games, about dogs, not much about horses, 
about hanging on to M s money, about most of the 
other things M s world dealt in and about M s wife 
not leaving him.Is 

But not until this fiasco—the crisis in his life—is he 

aware that one does not learn safari by reading about it in 

a book. Perhaps liacoinber is somewhat like the critics who 

have difficulty understanding or appreciating the amount of 

physical activity in Hemingway's outdoor stories because 

those people themselves often have never engaged in such 

sports activities but have only read about thern. 

17 
IMS., p. 116. 13Ibid., p. 120. 
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Macomber, however, is willing to test M s courage 

again. During the second day's shooting, he suddenly loses 

M s fear. When the buffalo, like the lion of the preceding 

day, is wounded, takes cover, and charges without warning, 

Macomber does not ran but stands solid and shoots until the 

animal is practically upon him. He feels fearless and happy 

in his new-found self-confidence and courage, but M s happy 

life is short-lived? for M s wife, presumably shooting at 

the buffalo, too, pxts a bullet through M s head. Wilson 

explains the change that came over Macoraber When he says j 

It had taken a strange chance of hunting, a 
sudden precipitation into action without oppor-
tuMty for worrying beforehand to bring this about 
with Macomber. . • . He'd seen it in the war work 
the same way. Mors of a change than any loss of 
virginity * Fear gone like an operation. Some-
thing else grew in its place. . . .19 

It is ironic that Macomber loses M s life just as he finds 

M s eoul. But he does find it, and this is the important 

thing. 

"Tha Snow® of Kilimanjaro, " like "The Short Happy Life 

of Francis Macomber," takes place on the plains of Tangan-

yika in Africa. It is the story of the final afternoon and 

evening in the life of a writer named Harry, dying of 

gangrene in the leg and waiting for a plane to fly him to a 

hospital in Nairobi. Harry has been possessed for years 

with curiosity about death, and now that it is on him, he 

19Ibid., p. 132. 
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feels "a great tiredness and anger that this was the end of 

it."20 Born to be a professional writer, he "had dhosen to 

make his living with something else instead of pen or a 

pencil."21 Hew he is dying before he can write all the 

stories that he should have written. Possible Hemingway* s 

own brush with death when he suffered from amoebic dysentery 

on his first safari and his flight over the snow-capped 

mountain of Kilimanjaro to Nairobi for treatment provided 

the origin for this story. At least Hemingway had plenty 

of time to reflect upon his own death before his literary 

work was completed. In this story Hemingway uses the 

hunting trip to allegorize the whole plight and meaning of 

an artist's life. 

Harry, quite significantly, returns to Africa (as Nick 

had returned to Michigan) because it represents the "good" 

life he had enjoyed before he married a rich woman who 

detested men who worked. Here he wants to start all over 

again as a writer and hopes "that in some way he can work 

the fat off his soul the way a fighter goes into the 

mountain to work and train in order to burn it out of M s 

body. "22 But before Harry has the opportunity to write or 

to hunt, he scratches his knee on a thorn as he is trying 

on 
Ernest Hemingway, "The Snows of Kilimanjaro," Iffhe 

Short Stories of Ernest Hemingway, p. 152. 

21ibid., p. 158 22Ibid. 
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to photograph a herd of waterbuck. He neglects to treat M s 

wound properly and gangrene sets in. 

Harry, the hunter, has come to a proper place to die. 

As he looks across the plain to the edge of the brush, he 

sees 

„ . „ a £ew Tommies that showed minute and white 
against the yellow and, far off, he saw a herd of 
zebra, white against the green of the bush* This was 
a pleasant camp under big trees against a hill, with 
good water, and close by a nearby dry water hole, 
where sand grouse flighted in the morning.23 

This is all marvelous as long as he can keep from thinking, 

but as Harry turns from the Tommies and herd of zebra, he 

observes three big vultures squatted obscenely nearby, while 

a dozen more fly overhead. They seem to smell his gan-

grenous leg—a reminder of his impending death. 

Wounded and dying, Harry is unable to immerse himself 

so completely in sports activity as Hick did lie cannot 

forget his wasted talent- Confronted with the truth about 

himself, he is forced to meditate upon his problem as he 

lies upon his cot in the shade of a mimosa tree. Although 

Harry has no one to blame but himself for his misused 

literary life, he turns his anger upon his wife. He thinks, 

"She shot very well this good, this rich bitch, this kindly 

caretaker and destroyer of his talent. 2 4 But he knows that 

P. 151. a4Ibld.. p. 153. 
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he liiraself lias destroyed M s talent by not uaing it, by 

trading it ifor security and comfort »2':' 

Larry tries to conaolo Miasslf with the idea that lie is 

only a spy in the country of tho vary rich, and that lie will 

leeve thact as soon &o lie lias written about thera. Safe tie 

knows that tie will never write about any o£ them h&amm to 

M m the rich are too dull and repetitious. Harry, like 

liofaincji/ay, fails to see aaytMag glar̂ oroue about the. wealthy# 

end he &j&n ©corns those with whom he eats, drinks, and 

hunts. Haor© is only one escape for Harry at thie tiraa**-

back into the memory of the good life lie had lived before 

he met M s rich wife* 

In tho flashbacks, Harry relives all the stories that 

lie- Ime not written—those ho will carry to tho grave with 

him. la memy of then*. he is in high altitudes and onow. 

Probably the ancn? suggoets relief for M s fevered body. The 

good .11 fo that Harry lias livod contains war, se.w sidling, 

hunting, fishing, drinking, and ranciiing—the»e are the 

background?. £©r storioe no mover wrote. Hot one ticie does 

he go bock into the world of the dull rich—this io the life 

that has destroys# Mia ;.hycically, morally, and artistically. 

As the stinking hyena tsstkoo a noise outside Harry' g 

tent, he foolo deat3i Ujpon M s awl imaginatively experience© 

csidngway, like Harry, struggled against the tGE$Jta-
tion not to work, and for seven yearc ha did hardly arty 
writing, cjending M s time hunting and fishing. 
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M s escape. Harry thinks it Is morning and the rescue plane 

"has come to carry M m to NairobiAs they talce off, Harry 

looks d.mm c-ncl sees the animals, the forests, end the plain, 

symbolising the predatory -world in which he has lived too 

long. This is M s last earthly look at the things about 

•which he failed to write? the plane by-passes Arusha and 

floes not stop to refuel. 

When the plane conos out of a rain-squall, Harry sees 

the square, snow-covered top of Kilimanjaro, wide as all the 

world, and he knows that there is where he is going. 

Perhaps Iiarxy sees the mountain as a symbol of his immor-

tality as a writer. At least the mountain is permanent, and 

all that is permanent about man is his art. Close to the 

western summit is the dried and frozen carcass of a leopard. 

Golden says, "The leopard is a symbol of the literary artist 

Harry might have been."26 The force that drove the leopard 

up the mountain is comparable to the inspiration that 

compels an artist to write the best that he can in spite of 

the allurements of the world and the weaknesses in his own 

nature that tend to defeat him. It is tragic that Harry 

lacked the courage to reject his life of ease in time to 

save his artistic gifts. The story ends with Helen, Harry's 

wife, waking in the middle of the night down on the plains 

26Taylor J. Golden, "Hemingway on the Flesh and the 
Srdrit, " western Humanities Review, XV (Summer, 1961), 
275, 
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of Africa, and calling to a iiusband wlio does not 

anmmr* 

"Up in Michigan,n ,ET©a Indians/' "A Day's Wait/' "Wine 

of "vTyaning,and 'Out of Season' are not hunting and 

fishing stories, but these sports activities are mentioned 

in them. It is interesting to note that the background 

for these stories are places where Hemingway either hunted 

or fished during his .lifetime. His protagonists are men 

and woruen 'who, like himself, engaged in hunting and fishing 

during their leisure hours. 

In "Up in Michigan' Jin Gilmore, a blacksmith, goes 

fishing in the spring and summer, and deer hunting in the 

fall. In "Ten Indians" Nick's doctor father goes fishing 

instead of attending a Fourth of July celebration with M s 

son. Hie father in "A Day's Wait' shoots quail and enjoys 

the cool crisp autumn air on his day off. In "Wine of 

Wyoming" the setting is a sportsman' s paradise—trout 

streams to fish, and rnuskrats, jack rabbits, prairie dogs, 

prairie-chicken, and grouse to shoot. These stories 

describe the ''good" life that Hemingway found only in the 

great outdoors away from crowded cities and sordid society. 

:'Out of Season" is one o£ the few stories in which 

Hemingway depicts a fisherman who is not dedicated to the 

sport. It is the story of a man and his wife who set out to 

fish an Alpine stream. They come to a place where fishing 
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is forbidden, hire a drunken guide* and ruin the entire day 

by forgetting to bring lead for the linos. Uhe man is 

actually relieved when he realizes that he will be twwkbl© "to 

fish*. Against this background and through the action and 

dialogue, the tension between the man and his wife is 

realised. "Shelr problem is nartrer stated# bat one is m m re 

that it is the people who are "oat o£ season," Poor fishing 

is ©qucited/ oddly enough, ifith poor human relations, 

h careful look at the out-of-doors characters in these 

short stories of hunting and fishing reveals that raony of 

them are about people with painful memories or under 

physical and emotional pressures -which they atteapfc to 

relieve. "Shesc heroes are usually too egocentric to under-

stand their experiences or the people around thou, They 

seemingly prefer to vrithdrav: into a siraple vrorld of 

physical activity, such as hunting and fishing, observing 

or practicing certain private rituals that tend to drive 

away their fears and anxieties temporarily and give than a 

feeling of courage and security. In this environnent it is 

not necessary or important to understand the feelings of 

dumb brutes, but it is important to shoot quickly and 

cleanly or cast a rod correctly® students of Hemingway soon 

becosne ware of this fact. Colvert says. To the Hemingway 

hero dedicated to the search of values in the life of 
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action—often violent action—skill, knowledge, and courage 

are the primary essentials.'*27 

In Hemingway's earlier story, 'The Big Two-Hearted 

River," Nick, disillusioned by the war, is able to immerse 

himself so completely in the physical sensations and details 

of his fishing that he does not have to think. He is able 

to excise from M s mind temporarily M s bitter experiences 

and the complexities of the world that he does not under-

stand. But this is not true of Heminway!s later heroes, 

Maccxnber in "The Short Happy Life" and Harry in "The Snows 

of Kilimanjaro." They are unable to forget their problems 

by participation in sports activity. In fact, they are 

forced to face the truth about themselves—one a coward and 

the other a writer who has destroyed his talents by not 

using them. Oddly enough, it took an African safari to free 

them from the world that had destroyed than—wealth and 

women. Thus all of these short stories are a reassessment 

of the protagonists' experiences with hunting and fishing as 

a kind of matrix for the change. 

97 
James B. Colvert, "Ernest Hemingway's Morality in 

Action," American Literature, XXVII (November, 1955), 378. 



CHAPTER IV 

HUNTING AND FISHING III HEMINGWAY'S NOVELS 

la 1926 Hemingway published M s first real novel# 

The Sun Also Rises, which became a best seller and launched 

Hemingway's reputation as a novelist at this time. Then 

followed aSi£ (1929), To gave M iSffi MSfe 

(1937), For ftel SiS isll Toll£ (1940)# A££SE£ 1te£ 

and Into the Trees (1950)# and Th® Old Man and the Sea 

(1952)# the only one of these novels dealing directly with 

hunting and fishing. It is interesting to note# however# 

that The Old Man and the Sea is considered by many authori-

ties to be Hemingway' s best novel# winning the Pulitzer 

Prize for him in 1952 and being perhaps responsible for his 

receiving the Nobel Prize in 1954. 

The themes in Hemingway's novels are not made manifest 

by hunting or fishing# as in The Old Man and the Sea and in 

his most adfcnired and best-written short stories? yet these 

activities do appear significantly in all of the longer 

works. Hemingway repeatedly describes the sea# the lakes# 

the mountains, the trout streams# the birds# the animals# 

and the "good" feeling associated with the great out-of-

doors that he loved. Careful use of detail seems to invite 

the reader to inquire why the hero engages in hunting or 

49 
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fishing and to learn the relationship of these endeavots to 

the life depicted in the book. There does not appear in the 

novels the tone of blank despair found in such a piece as 

"The Big Two-Hearted River#" where the lack of other human 

beings and the omission of Kick Mams8 past seem to create 

a strange impression of doom and resignation. 

Hemingway's novels usually deal with the same particu-

lar problem: man4s struggle for a decent existence in the 

face of violence, death, and the intricacy of life. In such 

a struggle man must have something to fall back upon in 

order to preserve his inner freedom, to obtain strength to 

check the course of violence, and to have courage to over-

come the fear of death and the fear of life. His heroes 

seek an assertion of life in communion with nature and in 

sports activity, particularly hunting and fishing. These 

activities symbolize "home" or the "good place" and repre-

sent the things the hero knows and understands, thus giving 

him strength to face the unknown intelligently and 

courageously. 

The Sun Also Rises 

Probably the favorite theme of many major writers of 

the post-World War I period was the upheaval in moral values 

and the death of love.1 Contrary to some critics, Hemingway, 

1Mark Spilka, !'The Death of Love," in The Sun Also 
Eiffs, from Eraggt Hetidncpays Critiques of~ToUrTfaTorl3ovels, 
edited by Carlos Baker {New York, 1962), pT Is! ^ 
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in The Sun. Also Rises / seems to take a more optimistic view 

on the latter subject, for against a background of sports 

activity "he presents a moving story of abiding love. There 

is in the novel a flagrant display of sexual deviation 

(prostitution, nymphomania, and homosexuality), but this 

parody o£ normal love only makes more real the depth and 

substance of a natural love as warm and bright and lasting 

as the sun itself. 

Jake Barnes, the protagonist in The Sun Also Rises, is 

introduced as an American newspaper reporter. Emasculated 

by the war and living in Paris among a so-called lost 

generation of expatriated playboys, artists, writers, and 

intellectuals, Jake tries to face the full implication of 

his wound and adjust his life accordingly. His real problem 

begins when he meets and falls helplessly and hopelessly in 

love with Brett Ashley, who seeras to have been wounded 

emotionally by the war as Jake was physically, Brett 

understands Jake1s problem, and Jake understands hers. Each 

tries to prove to the other that sexual relations are not 

the most important thing in life or love. Perhaps Brett's 

promiscuity and affairs with other men make Jake see the 

artificiality, the emptiness, the incompleteness of love 

based primarily upon sexual union. 

Brett runs into a problem of her own when she has an 

affair with Robert Cohn, a weak romantic who substitutes 
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book learning for real living* He actually becomes bored 

with sports activity. He is so esnotionally subverted that 

he vri.ll not accept Brett for what she really is to "him, and 

thinks she is serious about her intimacy with him. To him, 

sex is everything. Later in the story, When he tries to 

take her away from Romero, the bullfighter, Brett rejects 

him and Colin cries like the adolescent that he is. 

It may be that to the Hemingway hero sexual union 

without love seemed as disgusting as gut-shooting an animal 

or incorrect fishing techniques. Georgette, the prostitute, 

sees love only as a simple monetary exchange. Harry in "The 

Snows of Kilimanjaro'" says, "Love is a dunghill, and I sm the 

cock that gets on it to crow."2 Richard Gordon's wife in 

To Have and Have Hot says, "I know about love. Love always 

hangs up behind the bathroom door. It smells of lysol. 3 

Apparently Brett is also aware that sexual relations without 

real love is like participating in some sports activity 

without genuine appreciation for its art. She always returns 

to Jake after each affair because he symbolizes to her the 

spiritual quality of love not found in any other man. Jake 

says, "In the first place, you had to be in love with a 

2Emest Hemingway, 'The Snows of Kilimanjaro," The 
Hemingway Reader (New York, 1953), p. 590. 

3Ernest Hemingway, Jto Have and Have Not (Mew York, 
1937), p. 186. 
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woman to have a basis of friendship. I bad been having 

4 

Brett for a friend.n In other words, emasculated Jake 

represents true love stripped of all the things that many 

people in the Twenties had traded it for—-money, security, 

and sex. 

To escape the fetid life in Paris, Jalce decides that he 

needs a healthier moral climate in which to live? so he 

leaves France and goes to a trout stream at Burguete and 

later to the bull ring at Pamplona. Here he hopes to relieve 

the moral and emotional pressures by submerging in pleasant 

and relaxing physical activity. The fishing trip in the 

clear air of the high country by the Irati River emerges in 

sharp relief from the barren plains of sterility and impo-

tence of Parisian life-—a sort of oasis in the moral desert 

appearss 
The trees were big, and the foliage was thick 

but it was not gloomy. There was no undergrowth, 
only the smooth grass, very green and fresh, and 
the big gray trees were well spaced as though it 
were a park. "This is countryJ" Bill said.s 

It is in the trout stream, "the good place, '* that Jake and 

Bill Gorton immerse themselves and are made clean and whole 

again. Jake, who is usually insomniac, is able to sleep' 

well after lunch. 

Perhaps Bill, a great lover of shorts, is another 

symbol of the Hemingway code. At least there is the manly 
4 

Ernest Hemingway, The Sun Also Rises, from The 
Hemingway Reader, p. 205. 

5Ibid., pp. 179-180. 
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camaraderie, joking, drinking, fishing, arid comparing of 

catches that Hataingsmy always enjoyed. To Bill and Jake the 

sacred sport of fishing seems more important than religion. •' 

"When they visit the monastery at Roncesvalles and cararaent on 

v/hat a remarkable place it is, Bill asks, "It isn't the same 

as fishing, though, is it?*'® Even the meal at the river is 

treated as a mock-religious ceremony. Bill says, 'Let us 

rejoice in our blessing, Let us utilise the fowls of the 

air- Let us utilize the product of the -vine, will you 

utilise a little, brother?'' 7 After the fishing, Joke is 

happy and ready to move on to Pair,plena, where his courage 

and self-respect will be tested. 

At Paiaplona an atroosi-here ox tension, is built up by the 

mounting excitement of the fiesta with its fireworks, drink-

ing, dancing, and running of the bulls. Jake, who is among 

feller.-? aficionados.- is en admirer of Pedro Romero, a young 

bullfighter, who has all 'the virtue;; of the code hero—grace, 

control sincerity, courage, and manliness. He also repre-

sents the last of the true Brail fighters who demand acclaim 

through maximum exposure rather than through apr>eararice of 

exposure developed as a false aesthetic by the bullfighters 

who have "brought decadence to the ring. Of all Jake 1 s 

contemporaries, only he and Brett recognize the classic 

SXbici„, r>. 189« ^Ibid. f p. 184, 
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qualities ot Romero that xaake him the truly great tore-

ador. 

3ie real teat tor Jake comes when Brett goes "bo Madrid 

with Romero. Jake does not worry about her so long as she 

is with seaiei cripples, but when she goes off with one who 

really understands sincerity and art, then Jake feels 

depressed, defeated-; the good place ' lias been ruined for 

him. Once again he retreats to the great outdoors for 

cleansing and healing, to San Sebastian to swim in the 

clean, cool waters and to forget the hot, passionate frenssy 

of the fiesta.. 

Jake's real victory conies -when he receives a wire frora 

Brett asking him to case to her. He says, '-That was it, 

Send a. girl off with one raan. Introduce her to another to 

go off with him. I'imr go aacl bring her bae!;, And sign the 

wire with love.. 8 Brett tells Jake that she feels good 

about sending Romero away because she was net going to be 

one ol those bi'uc.ies •sxiat ruins children. Î erhaps another 

iaterpretation of her attitude toward Romero simply indi-

cates "CH© triumph ©£ her love xor wake. Evidence to support 

this supposition may be £ound in Brett's refusal to keep 

Romero xor herself or to wire her fiance, Mike Campbell. to 

come to her. Brett's love for Jake has been fiercely tested 

' P® 282. 9Ibld.p. 285. 
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and proven to be ;>ure and .lasting as the sun which also 

rises. 

A Farewell to Arras 

Hemingway's next novel, A Farewell to Arms, also deals 

with the subjects of love and war and man's straggle for 

survival in a society upset by these conflicting institutions. 

The protagonist, Frederic Henry, lilce Hemingway, was an 

ambulance driver in the war, badly wounded in the leg, and 

sent to a hospital in Milan for treatment. Interwoven into 

this setting is the romance of Frederic Henry and Catherine 

Barkley and its resulting consequences. 

Frederic's first, real test comes when he is about to 

go on leave. His soldier friends tell him to visit Amalfi.. 

Capri., or Naples, where they give him addresses of girls. 

•The priest suggests that he go instead to the Abruszi and 

visit his family at Capracotta and engage in sports activity. 

He says,. 'There in good hunting. You would like the people 

and though it is cold it Is clear and dry. You could stay 

with my father. My father is a famous hunter. The 

mountains of Abrussi are associated with the man of God and 

his homeland, a symbol of the priest's religion. In con-

trast to the war and its destruction, here in the clear, 

clean, cold country of natural beauty dwell hospitality, 

^Brnest Hemingway, A Farewell to Arias (Hew York. 
1957), p. 9. ^ ^ ^—" 
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peace, "health, happiness, sacred love, and the good' life 

of hunting and fishing,. The priest's father# the famous 

hunter, is perhaps synonymous with Hemingway' s father.- who 

taught his son the techniques of hunting and fishing cor-

rectly and accurately, and an appreciation of these sports. 

The priest is offering Frederic what he feels is best for 

his soul—the ' good life. 

Frederic does not choose to go to Abrussi to hunt game. 

Isat goes rather to Villa Rosa with Rinaldi where they hunt 

for beautiful girls instead. Here Frederic spends his time 

with one-night prostitutes, eating and drinking until the 

room whirls before his eyes, It is Rinaldi, who later 

introduces him to Catherine Barclay. Fran this point on, 

Frederic's life is changed by his love for Catherine,. 

The priest is disappointed and hart when he learns that 

Frederic did not go to Abruzzi. Frederic says, "1 myself 

felt as badly as he did and could not understand why I had 

not gone. It was what I wanted to do. . . ,"11 Perhaps the 

reason he did not visit the home of the priest while on 

leave is a reflection of the mood of all people who are 

upset by disease and destruction of war. Living too close 

to tho war too long undoubtedly brought about a certain 

ĵ cxraiysis ox the wiii. and iitado Frederic restless and insecure. 

AAIbld» p. 13. 
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Later, after Frederic is v?otmded and brought "to the 

hospital st Milan? lie reflects again upon the c;ood': life 

utontionea by the priest.. He reaerahers that the priest had 

told nim about trout in. the stream at Capracotta arid bears 

on the Gran Saeso D! Italia:: 

It was cool in the summer at night and the 
spring in Abruzzi was the most beautiful in 
Italy, But vhat was lovely was the fall to go 
hunting through chestnut woods. The birds ware 
all good because they fed on grapes and you never 
took a lunch because the peasants were alvmvs hon-
ored if you -would eat with them at their houses. 12 

in this serai -sacred place the priest's f either hunted every 

•j-ciytt l a foxeignei. x̂ot aaii'c nore unles&s ioo eoulcl 

prove that he had never beer, arrested, lit this point, 

Frederic seeraa to develop a new moral sense and M s affair 

with Catherine which began on a level of seduction 

develops into a ccKsaon-lax; Marriage; they try to feel that 

cney are married in the oyea ox. Qod. who sanctions their 

union- How, raorally conscious Frederic does not wish to 

appear as a jcorcigner in the priest5 s homeland (the good 

place) without a certificate proving he has broken no law. 

After Frederic 5 s ni ghtmarieh retreat from Caporetto 

ana nis total diai 1 j.usionment with the war, he wakes a 

separate peace, deserts the army, and goes to Stresa to meet 

Catherine. Here he and the barman go trolling for trout. 

£ ailing to eaten any fish- Frederic tells Catherine- My 

*~Ibidp* 76. 
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life used to be full of everything, Haw if you area '• t with 

me 1 haven't a thing in the world,' 13 His poor fishing is 

apparently equated with the coming death of Catherine, who 

is the only value he has left. 

Finally the couple raove into a chalet above Moatreux, 

not because it is mountainous, but because Switzerland is 

the only neutral country within reach. Sanderson points out 

that "the cold air of the Abruazi mountains, where it is 

understood that a man may love God/ has* ita counterpart in 

the crisp winter land above Montreux, where Frederic and 

Catherine love each other. 14 ^ e i l this love affair is 

terminated by the death ox Catherine, Frederic is still 

morally conscious that everyone eventually pays for the 

things he does. Shore is still hope for Frederic,. and that 

is a return to the good' life found in such simple, whole-

some x^rsuits as hunting and fishing in the mountains of 

Abruz^i, the priest; 3 homeland, where he can purge from his 

soul the horrors of war and the loss of Catherine, where he 

can love God as the priest has suggested. 

To Have and Have llpt 

SS, I"*Qt has been considered by many of 

Hemingway s readers to oe- the least satisfactory of his 

~°Ibid.» p. 266. 

-̂ 'Sanderson, Ernest He 
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novels, FecChaps ita t/eaJoassc lies In tihe method oi' ifcn 

construction# Horaingyray p'abliiahed the first, two parts as 

snort stories in 1934 and XC-36 reflectively. tater lie 

decided to add otka1 .sttb̂ lxrfcs mtiCI e.:;j;aacl his material into 

a novel* Despite its ̂ a&atosaeei, this novel does contain 

scan© beaatiral passages illustrating Houingway' s Icncwledge 

of the ocean imc* deop-sea fishing. 

Harry I-lorgan# tSha x̂ 'JCofcagonist# is feced vfltli an 

economic problem brought on by the depression in /\raorica in 

the thirties, Lack oi: customers lias part M s fishing lausi-

I1C3&B jp ractically on the shelf, Basically# Harry is a good ' 

man, taut adverse circumstances force Mra to break the lawr, 

Ke lias to tea** M s wife and cihilcTren from going hungry, 

expert; bonfĉ hanCtler and a deep-sea fisherman, like Heming-

way* he admires the true sportsman and hates those who are 

ignorant of the correct tedhnicpies,, Ee shov/s disgust; vrith 

Johnson, tfiio refuses to follow instructions,? 

-Johnson took trie TiarneSiS off the reel so he 
could pat the rod across M s hnees because his 
arras got tired holding it in position all the 
time. . . . I didn't like to see Mia hold the rod 
that way bat I hated to be crabbing at hiir. all the 
time. Besides, with the drag off# line would go 
oat so there wasn't any danger. But it was a 
sloppy way to fish.15 

Through Ignorance, uohason screws down the drag tflien Harry 

is not looking, Mian a M y thousand—pound black ntarUn hits 

lbEmec.t Hemingway, T& Have, and Have Mot, pp. 19-20, 
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the line, all the "heavy tackle goes overboard. Harry loses 

not only M s equipment, bat also the eight hundred twenty-

five dollars Johnson ewes him. Johnson's poor fishing is 

part of Harry's bad luck. From this point on, Harry carries 

on illicit traffic with Cuba and finally loses his ana, then 

his life. 

In contrast to Johnson# Harry's Negro helps or baits 

the hooks with the same Icnowledgeable skill as Hick Adams in 

The Big Two-Hearted River." 

The nigger came on board with the bait and 
we cast off and started out of the harbor, the 
nigger fixing on a couple of mackerel? passing 
the hook through their mouth, out the gills, 
slitting the side and then passing the hook 
through the other side and out, tying the mouth 
shut on the wire leader and tying the hook good 
so it couldn't slip and so the bait would troll 
smooth without spinning.16 

Johnson, ignorant of the importance of baiting a hook cor-

rectly, tells Harry that the negro is an unnecessary 

expense. 

Hemingway, apparently, has little patience with 

tourists who have the time and money to engage in sports 

activities, yet do not know the sportsman's code. These 

rich vacationers are not aware that fishing and hunting 

require much planning, courage, knowledgeable skill, and 

proper equipment: Frederick Harrison, one of the least 

admirable of all of Hemingway's characters, says, "Fishing 

i6Il3id., pp. 10-11. 
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is nonsense. If you catch a sailfish what do you do with 

it? You can't eat it. ,17 It is difficult for those who sit 

at desks to understand the problems of the outdoor man. 

They are unaware that one does not learn hunting and fishing 

by reading a sports manual or taking excursions once or 

twice a year. One has to live on the ocean like Hemingway 

or Harry to understand these lines: 

Those big flying fish are the best sign there 
is. As far as you could see, there was that faded 
yellow gulfweed in small patches that means the 
main stream is well in and there were birds working 
over a school of little tuna. You could see them 
jumping? just little ones weiring a couple of 
pounds apiece.13 

This is the ''good" life that Harry Morgan knows, and as long 

as he lives in this sphere of sports activity, he is able to 

maintain his inner freedom and wrest from the world a decent 

living. 

Hemingway believes that the ocean is the last frontier 

left where man can escape from the over-crowded streams and 

mountains, which he described in his early stories. 

Foy the Bell Tolls 

In For Mhpro the Bell Tolls Hemingway's greatest inter-

est seems to lie, not in the Spanish Civil War itself, but 

in the struggle for survival of the ordinary men and women 

vJho do not understand what the war is all about and who, 

1*7 ffiisl-. p. 02- 18Itold.. p. 12. 
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perhaps, have no politics, but find themselves involved in 

the strife anyway. Although the nove3. is not about hunting 

or fishing# both activities are mentioned in such a way as 

to reveal the nature and attitudes of the Spaniards who make 

up the guerrilla bands (gypsies, peasants, village workmen, 

and women) with whom Robert Jordan has to work. 

Robert Jordan, an American volunteer, has been assigned 

to blowr up a certain bridge at a pre-arranged signal. The 

reader is ware that destroying the bridge has become an 

obsession with Jordan, His intense concentration on per-

forming his task correctly and scientifically may be 

compared to Hemingway1s passion, conditioned by his lifelong 

avocation of shooting correctly or fishing with the right 

techniques, for lenowing the rules and doing everything with 

expert precision. 

Anselmo, Jordan's guide, is perhaps the most repre-

sentative and the most admirable of Hemingway' s guerrillas. 

He is a simple, honest, courageous man, true to his con-

victions regarding life and death. In a discussion of 

hunting, Anselmo reveals his attitude toward killing animals 

and killing men. He invites Jordan to return after the war 

and hunt the boar, the bear, the wolf, and the ibex with 

him. Whan Jordan asks him if he likes to hunt, Anselmo 

replies that ' he loves hunting more than anything and that 
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all men in hie village are hunters-"19 Aaselroo is shocked 

when Jordan tells him that lie does not like to hunt or to 

ld.ll animals- The old man replies, ""With rae it is the 

opposite. 1 do not like to kill men- . - . To me it is a 

sin to kill a man."20 Later, when Anselmo shoots the sentry 

at the bridge, he questionss 

How could the Xnalis say that the shooting of 
a man is like the shooting of an animal? In all 
hunting X have had an elation and no feeling of 
•wrong. But to shoot a man gives me a feeling as 
though one had struck his own brother when you 
are grown men.21 

Anselmo must have suffered a curious revulsion when he 

applies his good shooting skill to the murder of man. He 

actually cries at the loss of his moral good feeling. But 

he has little time for remorse; he dies when Jordan blows 

up the bridge. 

Next to hunting and fishing comes Hemingway's love of 

landscape. The story opens with Robert Jordan'a lying flat 

on the pine-needled floor of the forest near a clear stream 

with the cool water flowing between the rocks (a fisherman's 

paradise), and ends with his lying on this same pine-needled 

floor of the forest, waiting as a hunter waits for his prey. 

19Emest Hemingway, For Whom the Bell Tolls (New York, 
1940), p. 39. 

20Ibld., p. 41. 21Ibld., p. 442. 
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the Elver end Into the Trees 

When Hemingway published Across the River en5 into the 

SS. in 1950, a few readers of Hemingway felt that as a 

literary artist, he was through. The book proved a dis-

appointment to many who considered For m a m the Bell Toll3 

his best novel. There is little suspense, characterisation 

is poor, and one has only limited opportunity to form his 

own opinions-, But "long with these weaknesses, the book 

contains a beautiful description of Cantwell1 s return to 

Venice and his hunting trip to the Venetian marshes, where 

his final purgation takes place and he is able to face 

death with pride and resignation. 

During the ten years that elapsed between the publica-

tion of Fo& & M R Bell Tolls (1940) and Across the River 

££& into jthe Trees. (1950) Hemingway spent much of his time 

as an observer and a participant in World War II. He was a 

war-correspondent before joining the American Third Army in 

1944. After the break-through in Normandy, he attached 

himself to the infantry division of the First Army. He saw 

action in the Hurtgen Forest, where the casualty rate was 

exceptionally high. He received much now experience in 

practical soldiering and survived during several devastating, 

Ill-conceived attacks. He used these experiences and gave 

his ideas about war through his protagonist, Colonel Richard 

cantwell. 
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This fifty-year-old soldier, with thirty years' experi-

ence, "has been demoted from a general to a colonel as a 

result of the stupid orders from M s superiors, which cost 

him the lives of most of his regiment* He lives with the 

bitter memories of three such wrong decisions made in battle 

and compares them with his loving and losing three women. 

He says: 

You lose thera the same way you lose a 
battalion; by errors of judgment? orders that 
are impossible to fulfill, through impossible 
conditions. Also through brutality. 

Such bitter feeling dominates most of his conversation with 

his mistress, Renata. 

Like Hemingway, Cantwell carries many scars from wounds 

received in battle. He has a record of near ten concussions, 

a battered head, body and limbs, and a split hand, which has 

been shot throu^i twice. Death threatens him in the form of 

high blood pressure and a tired heart. His last physical 

examination leaves no doubt that another heart attack will 

prove fatal. Unlike Hemingway's other heroes, the death 

that Cantwell faces is not from external danger? it is an 

inward challenge. With courage, skill, or luck a man may 

escape death from a bull, big game, or even war itself, but 

when the human organism fails, there is nothing one can do 

but face it heroically. 

o o 
Ernest Hemingway, Across the River and into the 

Trees (New York, 1950), p. 95. 
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To eradicate from his laind temporarily the horrors and 

blunders o£ war, the tired, war-worn colonel decides to 

return to Venice and engage in duck hunting. This is the 

good ! life he remembers when he was an eighteen-year-old 

lieutenant in a foreign army. Then he had been impressed 

with the natural beauty of the landscape* the men fishing in 

the river and canals, and ducks and geese in abundance. As 

Cantwell sits in the car viewing the countryside on the way 

to Venice, he forgets the war and his coming death. He is 

happy and has peace of minds 

They made the left turn and came along the 
canal where the fishing boats tied up and the 
Colonel looked at them and his heart was happy 
because of the brown nets and the wicker fish 
traps and the clean, beautiful lines of the 
boats. It's not that they are picturesque. 
To hell with picturesque. They were just 
damned beautiful. 23 

As Hick Adams returned to the streams of northern Michigan 

to cleanse himself from the horrors of war, BO Cantwell 

atxnes back to Venice to hunt and to lose himself in the 

"good" life of hunting before he keeps his rendezvous with 

death. 

He spends some time with his nineteen-year-old 

mistress, Renata, whose function in the story is to love him 

and to help him purge the bitterness and cynicism of the war 

from his mind by encouraging him to talk about his 

23Ibid.. p. 34. 
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experiences in the battles,, At first he does not feel his 

need of mental cleansing, but later ho finds that, "his con-

fessions actually help to relieve the pressures of his mind, 

and he experiences a solace and inner freedom that ho has 

never felt before. After Renata has served her purpose, he 

refuses to let her go elude hunting with the men. 

The scene of the hunt is the most beautiful part of 

the novel. Here Cantwell is away from the stupidity of the 

war. Here he can exhibit his knowledgeable skill of expert 

marksmanship. As two ducks come over the blind, he brings 

them both down: 

It was a lovely double, shot exactly as he 
should have shot, with complete consideration 
and respect for the position of the boat and he 
felt very good as he reloaded.24 

Here in this 'good" place Cantwell is not a colonel but a 

hunter. He is pleased that he can still shoot well. He 

says, "This is the best organized and best run duck shoot I 

have ever shot at and I have had as much fun shooting here 

as I ever had in my life."25 

The cold wind and the freezing marshes force him to 

give up sooner than he had planned, but he is happy, even 

though his heart tells him that death is near. As he drives 

across the river and into the trees, he lives up to the 

Hemingway code. He has courage in the face of death and 

24Ibid., p. 3. 25Ibid., p. 281, 
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prepares for it -with military precision, He settles all his 

accounts and. "hands the driver a note telling him what to do. 

Then lie dies, close to the great out-of-doors that he loved 

—near the river, %-Alore there is fishing, and among tho 

trees, Where there is hunting.. 
rv 

The Old Man and the Sea 

The Old Man and the Sea, the only novel to deal 

directly with the subject of this present study, is perhaps 

a reflection of Hemingway's nature view of man's struggle 

against em indifferent cosmos * One senses in this story a 

profound reverence not present in his earlier works. 

Apparently Hemingway is more concerned with man's return to 

society, with human solidarity and interdependence, than 

with isolation and despair. Santiago is alone but not by 

choice. Repeatedly, as he brings in the great fish, he 

wishes for the boy, for human companionship. He also thinks 

of the old fishermen who will worry about M m if he does not 

return. Santiago is not afraid to test his strength against 

the unknown elements of the sea. He is aware that his 

struggle is against the unconquerable forces of nature; yet 

if he can fight his battle heroically and maintain his 

dignity, his humility toward man, and his pride in his 

craft, then it is possible for him to wrest from the struggle 

a certain victory. 
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In Ther Old Man and the Sea Hemiiagî y gave the literary 

wrlcl c. beautiful allegory of his literary art ami career. 

lie combined a lifelong e,vocation of hunting aii»" fishing with 

M s artistic talents and produced "his masterpiece, Those 

Who thought Hemingway tras through were answered by itesaroiss 

In The Old Man and the Sea Papa was never in 
better form.."*** It is a fine books fine in its 
literary craftsmanship, its knowing treatment of 
deep-sea fishing and its warm humanity. . . . I 
cannot help feeling that in this there is a 
symbol, perhaps an unconscious one. The giant 
narlin is the big novel Hemingway thought he would 
come up with and the critics tore to pieces.26 

It lias been hard for some literary men, to reconcile Heming-

way the artist with Hemingway the sportsman, and they have 

made their attacks on the man rather than his art. 

In commenting on the success of The Gld Kan and the, 

Sea, Hemingway said: 

The luck was that I had a good man and a 
good boy and lately writers have forgotten there 
still are such things. Then the ocean is worth 
writing about just as man is.27 

Hemingway believed that a writer should keep in touch with 

nature as much as possible. lie was as much the ardent 

fisherman in 1952 as he was in 1902 when his father placed 

his first fishing rod in his hand. He thought that an 

26&adre riaurois, 'Hemingway,Hemingway and His Critics, 
edited by Carlos Baker (l?ew York, 1961), p. 48. ~~ 

-• 'George Plimpton, 'An Interview with Krnest Hemingwa^,' 
Hemingway and His Critics, edited by Carlos Baker (New York, 
1961), p. 34. 



a r t i s t could only \?rito truly about the things Tie had 

oigperif&ico<3. 2ta carried the s tory of The Old 1-lan and the 

3oa in "lis head for tsuenty years, and -.rlion he r.rrotc i t , lie 

understood thoroughly the atragglo the old £isher.uan h a s 

v i t a the grant f i s h . 

In order for Santiago to catch the great f i sh , he has 

to go out he vend the- fishermen who, because it is easier and 

safer* work in sight of land. He yayss 

My choice v?as to go there and f ind hira 
beyond all people. Beyond all people in the 
world. -Tow we are joined together and have 
been since noon. And no one to help either 
of us.28 

As a writer, Hemingway felt that he had to go beyond all 

other writers to capture his great novel. In his message 

to Sweden apologising for ?:.fe not being able to go to Stock-

holm to receive his liobel Prise, he writes? 

How simple the writing of literature would 
be if it were only necessary to vnrite in another 
way what has already been well written. It is 
because we have such great writers in the past 
that a writer is driven far out past where he 
can go, out to where no one can help him.29 ^ 

Too many writers are perhaps like the fishermen who stay in 

sight of land- afraid to venture out alone. Hemingway had 

said that - the further you -go in writing the roorc alone 

you are.130 

2 3Ernest Herrdngway, The Old Man and the Sea (Hew York, 
1952) , p. 48. "" * " 

29 i&urois, q £ . c i£ . , p. 49. 30Plimpton, o > c i t . , p .26 . 



As a professional fisherman# Santiago wry carefully 

prepares for M s coming struggle with the big fish: 

Before it was really light he had his baits 
out and was drifting with the current. One bait 
was down forty fathoms. The second was at seventy-
five and the third and fourth were down in the blue-
water at one hundred and one hundred and twenty-five 
fathoms. Each bait hung head <3own vrith the shank 
of the hook Inside the bait fish, tied and sewed 
solid and all the projecting part of the hook, the 
curve and the point, was covered with fresh sar-
dines. Each sardine was hooked through both eyes 
so that they made a half-gar land on the projecting 
steel. There was no part of the hook that a great 
fish could feel which was not sweet smelling and 
good tanting.31 

Santiago prepares for this trip as a general might plan for 

a military expedition. The reader is told how he baits his 

hooks, how the fish takes the bait, how the lines are 

secured and how the fish is lr.illed. Knowing that correct 

technique requires concentration and physical endurance, 

Santiago says, "Mow is the time to think of only one thing. 

That Which I was bom for. "32 

Hemingway was both a dedicated fisherman and a dedica-

ted writer-—a serious artist with !!a horror of the inaccurate, 

the fraudulent, the deceptive, the half-baked.1:33 

He told his brother that writing was hard work, but he 

enjoyed it enormously when everything was going well. 

Hemingway sayss 

-Ernest Hemingway, o£. clt., p. 28. 

p. 37. 3 3 ^ ^ , ^ p - 22> 
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I concentrate in -trying to get a bool; curb 
which will not "have one word changed from the 
way 1 would trrite if it were the last and only 
thing I ever would write—and everything I 

hove found out ebout life is in it.^4 

Sonetirries P-Gmtngpafr rewrote a rage as isany as t!iirfcy-niiia 

tintec-, trying to get the esrcct words. 0no ''bad' rtovol could 

ruin his literary rei-trtsation just as one wild rash or jurap 

from the £is=»li conic' destroy Santiagor therefore, il£*rd,ngway 

concentrated intently wjon his writing just as Santiago 

concentrate!' import fishing. *2hey are both artistes. 

In M s struggle with the Si oh, Santiago is conscious 

•that no man is ever alone on the ocean. Although he is 

beyond all human beings, his thoughts are on baseball and 

Joe L;i"<nggi©» the boy, and the old fishermen who will worry 

about him if he does not return. Repeatedly he wishes for 

the boy upon whom he has corae to deĵ end for company. Then 

he dreams of young lions playing or?, the African beach. The 

boy and the lions represent his lost youth, and -when he 

thinks about them, he receives (through his imagination) 

strength and courage. He even identifies himself with the 

fish and calls the fish brother. This theme of human 

solidarity and interdependence seems to be a reflection of 

Hemingway's mature view of man. Harry Morgan, of To Have 

"̂ 'Carloa Baker, 'Hemingway: A World View, •' St 
Revie;/, SKV {.Tuly 29, 1961) , 6. 



Have learned th<vt £ :iu»n alone. Houu net Ixuvo u 

o i f :~kA*C iii£ „i.Oci.CXîc.;. 'Uw.S lOSSO; ~ tOG /.''-I'Cf"."; . 

( ~ x . » . i u i , i i w j t c - i . / »*•!.»i»j„fc.3 ^ X S A 4 , via&\.J, <.\tU»iiOw> X V « C O 

SidL.xxf ;io iJKds xui.£:Li.i.ed hi lifo-£cng draur<u ho revjtfcsws 

hik £dbi«jvuu*sa'fc# lie thiitks, 'You del net. hill the £is*-i only 

L*0 a — w w •••'V£• J.i. iOiT «CO».... -*v.LXlee. a'XXI.7* -̂OiT 

pride <viia because ycxi or© Mc&iexmsru *'•$'. Santiago' s words 

are no doubt a reflection of I7.<audttg&a.y' & desire to write 

the truly great -aovel. 

SuntdLajo't.; ae^t problem is to get M s pari«e catch licaoa 

safely * ':1q lis a»-/«tre that lie will have to go through gharh-

irrfesteo. waters on "hit* return, and lie is almost cosxy that 

lie has ceught the big fish* i"oea the sharks come, Tie is 

expecting tJiera; lie decides to fight them until lie dies. He 

sayc, ' A nam can Ij& destroyed but not defeated."36 f4h&n he 

gets home, all tli&t the sharks have left of his fish is the 

great imite spine# with a huge tail trailing in the water# 

As a writer, Hemingway way aware that ultl'iougli he 

had written as best he could, that he had completed his 

book, .his art was oj.»en to the attacks of hostile critics who 

would tear it apart as the shar.ca had destroyed the raarlin. 

£t© hat> little syropatny zov critics who were ignorant of the 

strain, the sacredness, the courage, and the skill attached 

"31 f̂L 
-'"Ernest Hendngway, 00. ext., 105. 
36ibia., p. 103. 
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to a fishing trip or the writing of a novel, and therefore, 

were unable to understand Ally what he had to say in hie 

works. Probably the tourists at the Terrace# who gaze upon 

the skeleton of the rnarlin, express the lack of apprecia-

tion of the uninitiated when the lady says, "I didn't know 

sharks had such handsome, beautifully formed tails."37 

Although Santiago loses his big fish, he is not 

defeated. By fighting his battle heroically, he breaks the 

spell of bad luck that has hovered over hira for eighty-four 

days, and in the end regains his human solidarity. Schorer 

says: 

Hemingway, who has always known the tricks, is 
strong enough now to have mastered his greatest 
subject. "I could not fail myself and die on a 
fish like this," the old man reflects. They win 
together, the great character, the big writer.38 

Thus Hemingway combines all his fishing and literary ability 

and produces perhaps his greatest novel. 

From The Sun Also. Rises to The Old Man and the Sea, 

Hemingway projects his ideas about life in general through 

protagonists who struggle for a decent existence in an 

indifferent world. These heroes usually seek for strength 

and courage in an exceedingly physical world of which 

37Ibid., p. 127. 

3%iark Schorer, "Grace under Pressure, " Ernest Heminq-
ESZ* critiques Q£ Four Major. Novels, edited by Carlos 
Baker (New York, 1962), p. 134. 
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bunting and fishing are significant and symbolic parts. In 

this 'good ' place they tackle their problems intelligently 

and heroically. 



CHAPTER V 

HUNTING AND FISHING IN HEMINGWAY'S NONFICTION 

Hemingway published Green Hills £f Africa in 1935, 

after M s first bunting safari in that country. Upon seeing 

Africa, he felt that nothing he had read about it had given 

him an accurate picture of the countryside, the natives, and 

the animal life. Recalling his adventure for the purpose of 

publication, he tried to savor again more fully each action, 

each sensation, each moment of suspense, each beauty of the 

landscape by writing about them. In his prefatory remarks, 

Hemingway says, "The writer has attempted to write an 

absolutely true book to see whether the shape of a country 

and the pattern of a month's action can, if truly presented, 

compete with a work of the imagination." The book itself, 

however, reveals other possible motives in writing about 

his safari and, in general, sheds considerable light on his 

concepts of art, writing, and hunting. 

John Jones points out that some students of Hemingway 

consider Green Hills of Africa an attempt of the author to 

defend and to foster his own legend as a sportsman? while 

others accept it as a picturesque account of big-game 

hunting in Africa, but disagree with Hemingway's philosophy 

of life and his ideas about literature, democracy, American 

77 
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society# and writers who are Interested only in politics, 

economics, or religion.! But Jones believes: 

Despite whatever excellencies it may have had 
as a book about hunting, the book was partly Hem-
ingway's reply to Gertrude Stein, to M s critics, 
and to all who thought his social and political 
attitudes irresponsible,2 

Gertrude Stein had accused Hemingway of being "jealous 

because she and Sherwood Anderson had taught him all he knew 

about writing, about Mil fighting, and about boxing."3 Her 

remarks were a blow to Hemingway* s pride and seemingly he 

never fully recovered from the effects her unfavorable 

criticism had upon him. Years later he bitterly comments, 

"Miss Stein wrote at some length and with considerable 

inaccuracy about her influence upon my work."4 Apparently 

his erstwhile benefactress had touched upon a sensitive spot 

when she criticized his masculinity and his writing, and he 

never forgave her. 

Max Eastman, another reviewer, made a personal attack 

upon Hemingway's "neurotic sentimentality and his sense of 

Vohn A. Jones, "Hemingway: The Critics and the Public 
Legend," Western Humanities Review, XIII (Autumn, 1959), 
393. 

2Ibid., p. 394. 

3Gertrude Stein, The Autobiography of Alice B. Toklas 
(New York, 1933), pp. 265-267. 

^Plimpton, opi. cit., p. 27, 
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obligation to put forth evidence of red-blooded mascu-

linity. "5 The result of this review was a stupid fracas In 

the office of Maxwell' Perkins, from which Hemingway emerged 

in the eyes of his public as a somewhat ridiculous "tough 

guy" who had man-handled one of his critics. 

The adverse publicity Hemingway received at this time 

may have influenced his return to nature, to the hunt, to 

get away from it all. One wonders if Hemingway is not 

glorifying his sportsmanship in Green Hills of Africa to 

cover up his very real sensitivity about writing. He 

presents himself arrogantly and pretentiously as a dedi-

cated Nlmrod, who finds hunting very exciting and writing 

just another skill, not so important: "I would come back to 

Africa, but not to make a living from it. I could do that 

with two pencils and a few hundred sheets of the cheapest 

paper. This bravado about literary production is most 

definitely out of keeping with Hemingway's devotion to his 

art?i 

If Hemingway has no intention of enhancing the public 

image of himself as a sportsman, he certainly takes pains 

not to diminish it in Green Hills of Africa. He seems to 

turn his back upon effete literary critics by deliberately 

°vTones, grp. cit., p. 392. 

^Ernest Hemingway, Green Hills of Africa (New York. 
1935) , p. 285. 
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choosing a subject (Muting and fishing) they will know 

little about or would mistakenly consider worthless. 

Hemingway exhibits great pride in his African trophies and 

takes pictures of himself standing over the carcasses of M s 

kills. He records frankly a certain tension among the 

members of the safari created by the competition between 

himself and his friend Karl: Hemingway does not like to be 

beaten in a sport in which he considers himself an expert, 

and Karl is not only shooting well, but also taking the 

biggest rhino and kudu. Hemingway says, "I knew I was 

shooting well again and I wanted to make a shot to impress 

Droopy [ a native servant] ."7 Although Hemingway continues 

to shoot well, not once does he beat Karl. This repeated 

emphasis upon competition even seems to be Hemingway' s 

method of presenting himself as a good sport v/ho is fair— 

perhaps in contrast to the critics of Death in the Afternoon 

who gloat over writers• failures. 

In Green Bllla of Africa, however, Hemingway does not 

hesitate to show himself the hero who runs the dangers and 

does the killing. He is representative of all the attri-

butes given his protagonists in most of his short stories 

and novels. He has grace under pressure, honesty, courage, 

skill, toughness, and resignation to pain. For example, he 

7Ibid., p. 52. 
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has a narrow brush with death from amoebic dysentery, but he 

gallantly refuses to give up the safari. 

Hemingway's worship of precision, a carry-over from 

his youth, is a secondary subject of this book. He seems to 

concentrate most of his attention upon the proper way to 

hunt. The suggestion is that he does the same thing when he 

•writes, a subtle way of calling attention to M s clean, 

clear style. He î f happy and feels that life is really worth 

living when he squeezes the trigger properly, but he experi-

ences great disgust when he fires improperly at the whole 

body of an animal rather than at a particular spot. His 

feelings after gut-shooting a sable are representative r 

"But that damned sable bull. I should have killed him? but 

it was a running shot."8 He often expresses his pleasure in 

killing quickly and cleanly. 

Hemingway feels close to the natives because they share 

with him a friendly sportsmanlike understanding of hunting 

and the rules of the game in a way in which the critics 

never understand the creative art. Among these primitive 

people, with their laughter and natural behavior, Hemingway 

is contented, secure, uncriticlzed. And he loves the 

country even better than he loves the people: 

I knew a good country when I saw one. Here 
there was game, plenty of birds, and I liked the 
natives. Hare I could shoot and fish. That, and 

OTbid., p. 281. 
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writing# and reading, and seeing pictures was all 

I cared about d o i n g . 9 

As Hemingway walks in the easy rolling hills of East Africa, 

he savors each new sight and sound with the same enthusiasm 

he felt as a 'boy When he tramped the woods of northern 

Michigan. In any place of peaco, fresh air, green woods, 

and game, he feels at home, and he has a very rare ability 

to make his reader share this emotion. 

The conversations around the campfire reflect some of 

Hemingway' s preoccupations. He is concerned with what he 

thinks corrupting to the writer: economic pressures, haste, 

and adverse criticism which undermines the artist's con-

fidence. He points out that many authors refrain from 

outdoor or nonintellectual subjects {hunting and fishing) 

because they fear the scorn of critics. He calls the New 

York writers 'all angleworms in a bottle, trying to derive 

knowledge and nourishment from their own contact and from 

the b o t t l e , a n d the critics "the lice who crawl on 

literature.Hemingway castigates sham, and avers that 

the artist who writes from experience has an advantage over 

those authors who attempt to create impressions they have 

never felt or scenes they have never witnessed: For we 

[ writers] have been there in books and out of books—and 

Xbld.' P• 285. ^Ibid., p. 21 * 

11Ibid., p. 109. 
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where we go, if we are any good, there you can go as we "have 

boen."'2-2 To Hemingway accurate knowledge is essential to 

the author if he is to convey a sense of reality to the 

reader. Intimate familiarity with hunting and fishing 

enabled Heiaingway to write about these subjects better and 

more often than any other serious literary artist of this 

time# Hemingway was aware of the reason, for M s superiority. 

People who have had little experience with hunting and 

fishing tend to consider these activities dull and unim-

portant. They find Heraingway lacking in seriousness and 

depth. Hemingway, on the contrary, believed that hunting 

and fishing, as literary subjects, are as important as 

economics, religion, or politics. As a writer, Hemingway1 c 

preoccupation was to survive long enough to get his work 

done. To M m the only lasting things in the world are 

nature and art. His vitality as a writer is curiously 

linked with physical activity requiring skill and endurance. 

Application of these qualities in hunting and fishing sup-
t 

plements the same qualities in literary art. Green Hills of 

Africa is, then, both a reply to his critics and a projection 

of his attitudes, not only toward hunting and fishing, but 

even more toaportantly, toward writing. 

! < £ • Ibid., p. 109, 



CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSION 

Hemingway's early love of the out-of-doors greatly 

influenced the formation of "his character, as well as his 

writings. He learned to handle a rod or gun with careful, 

knowledgeable skill and experienced a sense of pride 

associated with deep inward fulfillment. He was not 

ashamed to engage in hunting and fishing, neither was he 

afraid to hang his trophies on his walls or write the 

experience in his books. He held that sports activity as a 

literary subject is as important as any other, despite many 

intelligent readers who fail to realize the basic connection 

between sport and art. Most of Hemingway* s short stories 

and novels reveal his fondness for hunting and fishing even 

when these activities are secondary to his major purpose. 

Hemingway's youthful activities in hunting and his 

association of precision shooting with the out-of-doors-

fresh air, peace, natural beauty, freedom, and life—gave 

him a good feeling. There is no record of his ever experi-

encing remorse for killing an animal or bird, or of his ever 

having put himself imaginatively in his quarry's place. But 

when in war he applied (or saw applied) this "good," sacred 

shooting skill to the killing of man, he must have suffered 
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a curious revulsion—a traumatic shock perhaps deeper than 

M s physical wounds. Many of M s stories and novels suggest 

that M s disillusionment and Mtterness with war derive from 

M s early attitude toward hunting and fishing* activities 

tfhicih had produced physical and moral good feeling. 

Hemingway was as serious about his writing as he was 

about shooting well or fishing correctly. The same atten-

tion he devoted to hunting and fiefliing, he devoted to 

developing an individual style of writing. In fact, pre-

cision seemed almost an obsession with Mm, and he sought 

technical perfection in nearly everything he did. !4ost of 

his admirable characters, too, are technicians, performing 

each job properly and correctly. Hemingway sayss 

I concentrate in trying to get a book out 
which will not have one word changed from the way 
I would write if it were the last and only thing 
I ever would write—everything I have found out 
about life is in it.1 

He believed that a writer must have knowledge, as well as 

understanding, and must feel deeply the experience he is 

projecting if the reader is to acquire the same sense of 

reality. Hemingway was humble toward his art and devoted 

to it. Unfavorable criticism disturbed Mm, especially when 

he thought it given by the uninitiated, the inexpert. 

•̂ Carlos Baker, et, al., 'Hemingway: A World View, " 
Saturday Review, XLXV (.July 29, 1961), 6. 
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Hemingway engaged in hunting arid flsliing with the same 

intense devotion he brought to his composition* concentrat-

ing upon the technique of killing birds and animals cleanly 

and efficiently. He seems to have developed a Ritualistic# 

almost religious attitude toward his skills. To write# he 

arose early each morning and worked hard until he reached a 

stopping place. If he had composed well# then his reward 

was knowing he could spend the remainder of the day engaged 

in his favorite sport. Participation in hunting and fishing 

gave him pleasure# exorcised from his mind certain painful 

memories, and made simple again a complicated world. These 

sports often put him in a position where his courage# dis-

cipline# stamina# and cunning were tested and where moral 

qualities underwent significant development. 

In a sense Hemingway' s return bo nature# with its 

simplicity and its primitive regard for ceremony# adds depth 

to his writings "and" lends a mythic force to the best of M s 

outdoor stories# a force not found in the novel of propa-

ganda and of social problems popular during most of Heming-

way' s life. Hie disappearance of the American frontier# the 

tremendous Increase in density of population, and the 

unimaginable complexity of living in a war-torn world—all 

have made Hemingway's stories of nature a welcome escape# a 

reassertion of some vital force for the present-day 

American. Ruark aptly expresses this idea thus: 
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We are losing a great deal of simplicity of 
approach to man's natural instincts in this baf-
fling world. We have so much steam heat and air 
conditioning that we have forgotten wood fires and 
fresh air.2 

Hemingway is, without doubt, the most truly artistic 

spokesman for the sportsmen of America—a vast and 

inarticulate fraternity—who worship at the shrine of 

nature. Through his books those who love hunting and 

fishing can catch the great marlin and shoot the big kudu, 

and come home significantly enriched—and, like Hemingway 

himself, properly proud and properly humble. 

2Robert C. Ruark, "Papa Had No Use for Sham,11 Field 
and Stream (October, 1961), p. 8. 
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